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PREFACE 

That Hark Tv/ain vlou1d be inte~ested in dreams and the 

wor~ings of the unconscious mind coupled with tIle possibility 

of a sleeping and a waking self places him as a member of the 

avant garde treading in unexplored Vic.ters. Twain investigates 

the psychology of the dream before his contemporRries attempt 

to study the subtle workings of tile unconscious. For this 

rea1:;on, 'r'..min';;) interest in the dream evident in hil;) early 

....lO:cks and its emergence into a dream-vision in his later "lorks 

deserV9S notation. For this reDson I have undertaken the 

til.-Uuy 0.1. l,,!H~ Q.re2m-Vl~J.on lD lour 01 lWCJ.ln's .La-c,er worK::>. 

Even as early as lB76 in The Adventures of Torn (~ rJ itr,r p y'" 
;:~~t 

}·1ark 1\'i8in reveals an inte:-est in dreams, the workings of the 

unconscious mind, and the fusion of dreams and reality. 

Throughout his early writings) he scatters dreams as evidence 

of this interest and toys with the possibilities of their 

ocqurenccs. The young 11!'lain views life as a game and the 

dream merely amplifi es the f a.ntasy; the elderly 1\orain sees 

life as a nightmare through which the only possible escape 

is the dream. But this is an important point; there is a 

possible escape. Teo often critics labeling Twain a pessimist. 

and quoting his lnter works as proof fail to recognize this 

possibility. 
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By tracing Tvlain' s use of the dream-vision from A 

g9.Dn~~t-_~~_d_;;1t Yankee _i_n Kin.,g _A_r~t:....h.....;u;...;r;...·_' s_ CQurt, through Il\'lhich Uas 

the Dre.:~m, Hand fTThe Great Dark," and ending with .The 

!Jlysterim.13 ~,ran~£., it is hoped that some illumination will 

be given to T1.'Tain' s later years and particularly to the idea 

that Tvmin did not completely lose faith in mankind, but 

instead that he believed there WaS hope ~s long as man could 

dream. Through the use of the imagination manifested in the 

dream, man could escape even the horrors of reality. 

Emphasis will also be given to the development of the 

dream- vision: TVlain' s reasons for using it and modifying it. 

Particular a~tention will be paid to the development of 

Twain's conventional stranger and the emergence of the 

schizophrenic narrator/protagonist. 

Although no one has made a comprehensive survey of 

the drea!Il-·vi.si.on through all of 'I""lain' s vlOrks, of particular 

help to me in this study were the following articles: 

L. R. Dennis J "Mark Twain and the Dark Angel,!f I.Udw~.st 

gu~~~er~, VIII (January, 1967), 181-197; Ellwood Johnsen, 

!YI'.1:ark 'I\''iain' s Dream Self in the Nightmare of Hi story, II 1,~ark 

T1.·li:.in Journal_, XI ('Ilinter, 1970), 6-12; Charles S. Holmes, 

"A Connecticut Yanl':(~e in King Arthu.r' s Court: T'~a:ck Twain's- ------- --- - -~ - ---
Fable of Uncertainty J 11 South, Atlantic fn.larterly, LXI (Autumn, 

1962), 462-472; and John S. 7uckey (ed.) ~~art. T',·;ain's The 

!1Ystel:.iou~ StI.QD~...r. o.nd !.he Criti~, Belmont, California: 

Wads...vorth Publishing Company, 1963. 
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CHAPTER I 

THE DREAM-VISION: ITS DEVELOPr/JENT AND PVRPOSE 

The original dream-vision be~l in the Middle Ages 

uses a conventional n<:"1rrative form in which the dreamer, 

usually led by a guide, e)..rperiences allegorical dreams. 

Notable examples written during the Nid.dle Ages are The 

Pearl, Piers Plc~man, and Chaucer's The ~ o~ ~he Duchess 

and The House of Fame. The Medieval authors place their 

emphasis upon the allegorical nature of the dream. This is 

not the main concern of Mark Tv-lam as he comes to rely upon 

this motif in hi.s later works. Although he uses the sleeping 

~------ ~~- ---~-~~- ~~ ~'n~~rl ,"'T"\I""\"" +"",,0 co t',1->'; "',"\T"\1->.,..",,'Yl ; ,.......... -----, --_.- _.-~---'_.'-_.' --- - .- --- ... 

narrator/protagonist and his difficulty in distingui.shing 

between illusion and reality. 

The thin lille separating dream from reality had 

always interested Hark Twain, and even in his early worlcs he 

uses the dream to mask reality, and to foreshadow his 

eventual reliance upon the dream-vision. This foreshadowing 

is visible in 1'11e Adventures of Tom Sawyer, "A Curious Dream," 

"A Curious Experience," and The Advent1.U"'es of Huckleberry 

Finn.-
Tom Sawyer uses the dream to mask the reality of 

his sneak-visit home when he is presumed dead, and to cover-

up his neglect in not letting Aunt Polly know that he is 
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alive. Realizing that Aunt Polly could hardly excuse Tom for 

deliberately overhearing the conversation about the "dead" 

boys, for witnessing her grief and yet remaining silent, Tom 

finds himself in the precarious position of knowing too much 

while he is suspected of knowing nothL~g. His only possible 

escape is to e}~lain his knowledge as a dream and to alibi 

his neglect as an excuse. 

In this episode Twain hints at the easy fusion of 

dream and reality. Even though each event that Tom narrates 

happens exactly as in the original, Aunt Polly is willing to 

accept it as a dream. vfuen Sid admonishes that Tom's 

scratching, "v[e aint dead--we are only off being pirates," on 

the sycamore bark is kind even though it was only a dream, 

Aunt Polly lashes out With, "Shut up Sid! A body does just 

the same in a dream as he'd do if he was a'\'/ake."1 And even 

though Sid questions the dream as "Pretty thin--as long a 

dream as that, \'1ithout any mistakes in it, ,,2 Aunt Polly does 

not. Tom is a hero once more because in his "dream" he 

atteli~ts to let Aunt Polly know that he is alive. Although 

in reality he would have been a scoundrel for Witnessing the 

conversation and doing nothing about it, by placing the 

event within the realm of illusion, Tom is saved. The dream 

is his salvation. 

1Hark Twain, The Adventures of Tom Sa\'lYer, p. 149. 

2~., p. 150. 
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A110ther example of Twain's tarly interest in dreams 

is evident in the short story, "A C~ious Dream." In it 

~Nain reiterates a dream-conversation which he had with a 

skeleton who is dissatisfied with the conditions in the 

cemetery. Throughout the rambling narrative, the skeletal 

narrator belittles his descendants living in luxury while 

his coffin leaks, and he has to spend rainy evenings sitting 

in a tree to avoid the unbearable freezing ,,;rater trickling 

down his neck. Toward the end of the tale T\'.rain remarks 

that it all seemed so real that he is not sure if it \'las a 

dream. 3 This later becomes the emphasis in his dream-vision 

works. 

The same emphasis is apparent in the short story, 

"A Curious Experience." This longer tale revolves around a 

Yarucee spy, Robert Wicklow, who causes irreparable damage to 

a Northern Army Camp because of a latent dream-state. The 

young lad wins over the Colonel of tIle camp by fabricating a 

-story concerning the burning of his plantation home, and the 

eventual killing of his Union father and aunt by the soldiers. 

Having no one, the boy wishes to be a soldier, or it that is 

not possible, a drummer boy. 

Given the-position of drummer boy the lad is even

tually sU3pected to be a spy because of his CuriOlIS activities 

31<1ark T\vain, "A Curious Dream, tt The Complete Short 
Stories of .tb:~_1"~~ ~l\rain, p. 39. 
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including the writing of mysterious letters. Having uncovered 

the plot, the authorities have the young Wicklow followed and 

his every move documented. When the attack he is directing 

becomes known, he is captured and questioned. His interro

gat ion ends with the guards hanging young Wicklow by his 

thumbs because he vlill not reveal a secret code but insists 

that he	 will die first. 

His facade is 'so believable that the military arrest 

those he has indicted, notify the War Department about the 

spy, and are humiliated as a result of their efforts. Upon 

following up on the young boy's stories, the authorities 

find that they are all untrue. The boy is not a spy. All of 

:::..: ,:·:·:::'c:::::':n::· 3.r? :~:l~:-:l::~'t_ 1:0 i~, J_i ..ti~:: ~""",~ ~~~~~,,-

state believing that he is a spy. 

The Colonel explains that Wicklow had devoured dime

n~vels,	 enhaled newspaper accounts of the war spies, and 

befriended a verbose Yankee youth full of war accounts. 

Having been sufficiently stirred, Wicklow's imagination is 

capable of inventing the spy tale and all of its ramifications. 

Even the tortures that the boy endures are the result of his 

imagination. The boy had endured the tortures because he 

could not explain the codes. "He had fired them out of his 

imagination -..tithout forethought or afterthought; and so, upon 

sudden call, he was not able to invent an explanation of them.,,4 

4r·~ark 1"l/ain, II A Curious Experience, II The Complete Short
 
Storie~ of ~i::lr~ 1"dain, p. 185.
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Although T....,ain does not mention the word, "dream,!T 

the colonel remarks that the boy 'lived in a "gorgeous, 

mysterious, romantic world during those few stirring days, 

and [he] thinks it was real to him, and that he enjoyed it 

clear dOl'1n to the bottom of his heart. ,,5 It is clea.r, then, 

that the boy is living in a dream world believing that he is 

a spy. However, the dream is only te~porary despite its 

consequences, and Vicklow is able to return to his home and 

elderly parents. This return to reality characterizes 

Twain's earlier works, but becomes impossible in his later 

more elaborate dream-visions. 

A final example of Tvmin I s early intrigue \-lith the 

dream and its relation to realitv occurs in The Adventures of 

Huclcleberr"'y Fin!!.. After Huck has disappeared in the fog and 

Jim had searched frantically for him, Jim falls asleep. He 

awakens to find Huck ready to play a trick on him. When Jim 

is ecstatic over Huck's sudden return, Huck convinces him 

that none of it happened: that there was no fog, no islands, 

no troubles, no nothing. That Jim has, in fact, dreamed the 

entire incident. Jim does not accept this theory unequivo

cally, t.hough, and he questions Huck: 

"Dad Fetch it, how I gwyne to dream all dat in 
ten minutes?" 

"Hell, hang it all, you did dream it, because 

5J:bid., p. 186. 
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there didn't any of it happen." 6
 
"But, Huck, it's all jis as plain to me--"
 

After thinking it over for about five minutes Jim finally 

gives in and says: 

Well, den, I reck'n I did dream it, Huck; but
 
dog my cats ef it ain't de powerfulest dream I
 
ever see. En I hain't ever llad no dreams b'fo'
 
dat's tired me like dis one.
 

Huck replies, "Oh, well, that's all right,
 
because a dream does tire a body like everything
 
sometimes. But this one waif a staving dream;
 
tell me all about it, Jim."
 

Huck then allm'o"S Jim the painful pleasure of not 

only recalling all of the events of his "dream," but also of 

intel~reting it. It is not until Jim notices the raft with tIle 

debris covering it that he realizes that Huck has been fool-
T"__ ..1..1. __.,,\ , __ , . __ ~.' I • • .,... ... ..... I.,4·- ~ - ~-

...........b J.~..... ~JJ "'...... '-".,1,. ... , ...""''-'' ""'''''''''''''..., .,tJ ... '-""""""""' .... "''''''''-.4- ..... J """""""',LV ............ \,;"'~ oLJ. .....UU.."l"............. v,L.L\..... "
 

it is a dream and Huck explains that: 

He had got the dream fixed so strong in his head 
that he couldn't seem to shake it loose and get the 
facts back into its place aGain right away. But when 
he did get: the thing straigh tened around he looked 
at me steady '",ithout ever smiling and says: 

•••When I got all wore out wid work, en wid de 
callin' for you en went to sleep my heart wuz mos' broke 
bekase you \lmz los' en I dian' k' yer no mo' wh3.t become 
er me en de raf'. bn vThen I wake up fine you back again, 
all safe en soun', de tears come, en I could 'a' got dovm 
on my knees en kiss yo' foot, I's so thm1kfu~. En all 
you wuz thinkin, 'bout wuz how you could make a fool 
uv ole J"im i'lid a lie. Dat truck dah is trash; en 
trash is \\hat people is dat puts dirt on de 

6IVlark Twain, The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, The 
Por·table Nark T\'rain edited by Bernard DeVoto, p. 289. 

. .l7L....££. C~"'. 
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8head er dey fren's en makes 'em ashamed. 

The drean-trick, then backfires into the glaring 

realization of the effects of deception for Hucko ':lhat is 

intended 2S a game turns into a nightmare. But, once again, 

the drc2ffi fantasy ends and Jim recognizes reality even though 

the effects of the trick will linger interminably. 

In 1\'lain' slater 'llOrks, hO','l8Ver, a more elaborate 

disguise is used as th~ dream enlarges to encompass the 

entire narrative. It would seem that I'The Nan That Corrupted 

Hadleyburg" is a transitional work chronicalling the change 

between a society (or individual) capable of distinguishin~ 

between illusion and reality and the individual (or society) 

1;v;nrt c,;+h""Y';n ~ rlY'~~rn ro("W1C::;r1PY'<>rl Y'<>:::l1;1-.v ("11'" Y',..,:~l;t." 

considered a dream. 

The citizens of IIadleyburg are nctually living in a 

dream state believing that they have established a perfect 

community and refusing to let any temptation question it. 

When the reality of their fall pops their perfect hubble, 

they are left with the bitter realization of what their 

lives are going to be, but, more shockingly, what they have 

been. In their dream stat~, the people of Hadleyburg have 

confused reality with the illusion they have so carefully 

painted and preserved. 

8Ibid., p. 290. 
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"The i1an That Corrupted Hadleyburg" comes closer to 

paralleling the dream-vision which Twain chooses for his 

later works than ill1y of the other earlier works although 

many of them mention dreams and hint at the confusion of 

dreams and reality • Although "Hadleyburg" is vITitten after 

!!. Connecticu~ Yankee in Kin£:; Arthur's Court, its importance 

lies in its complete masking of reality~ thus, serving as 

the transi:tion. bet\'leen the individual able to distinguish 

between reality and illusion and the one who is not. For, 

after "Hadleyburg" there is no distinction between illusion 

and reality. The two fuse as Tvlain develops his dream-vision 

motif. 

It is, then, the purpose of this thesis to survey 

chronologically four of f1ark T'wain' s later worl~s in which he 

employs a modifieu dream-Vision beginning with A COill1ecticut 

Yankee in KiI'!.8.. Arthur's Court, through "Vlhich \'las the Dream?," 

and liThe Great Dark," and culminating 'Vlith The r'1ysterious 

Stranger. Through the study of these four works it is hoped 

that some rationale for Twain's use of the dream-vision can 

be established by tracing its development. Although mention 

of earlier works in which Twain concerned himself with the 

use of dreams have been made, it is not the intent of this 

thesis to analyze these works. Instead, they are mentioned 

only as possible early indication of T'\'lain's interest in 

dreams which may have led to his reliance upon the dream

vision in his final works. 
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~1ain may have chosen the dream-vision as his motif 

for various reasons. First, he had always been interested in 

dreams. He made graphic notations of his own dreams in his 

notebook, autobiography, and letters. 9 An entire section of 

his notebook is devoted to his interest in the dream and his 

concern with a "seeming duality--the presence of another 
lOperson ....lith a character distinctly its m'ln \'lithin himself. n 

Tvrain explains that the Hother person is not one t s 

conscience, ,,11 but that it is, in fact, a "spiritualized self 

which can detach itself and go wandering off upon affairs of 

its own. ,,12 Hith Tvlain t s other self, his dream self, he 

shares a conJmon memory. Vlhen he m-:akens in the morning he 

VYlr"'Tc:; "rh::lt". h; q nT'p::lM .c:;pl f' h;:l~ hPAt1 no; np". ::lnd where he haS 

1-'
wandered tlin the course of unreality • . . called Dreams.1! ;. 

~lain's interest in dreams led him to explore this 

medium, but perhaps another reason for rl"".'1ain' s choice of the 

dream-vision is that it allows flexibility, contradicti0n, 

9Charles S. Holmes, II A Connecticut Yc:mkee In King 
Arthur T s Court: I'lark 1\lain' s-Fable of Uncert.ainty~lT ?OUtll 
AtJ-~mti..£. Q'llarterly, LXI (Autumn, 1962), 11-70-471. 

p. 
lOAlbert Bigelm'/ Paine 

348. 
(ed.), Mark T"dain's notebook, 

-

1llb · .-2:£., p. 349. 

12Loc • cit.-
13lbid., p. 350. 
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and ambivalence "/hich 'l\'lC3in had perfected. 14 \'lithin the 

dream framewDrk he could present his opposing paradoxical 

philosophies without question. The dream-setting, both 

chronologically and realistically removed from the nine

teenth-century provides the freedom of time and space and 

allows for ambivalence. For, if anything is possible in the 

dream, then surely vacillation would not be questioned 

within its framework. 15 Dreamers do not stop to analyze 

their dreams during the vision; it is not until the dream 

is over that there is time to dissect the dream and piece 

together the possibilities. 

Or, perhaps the dream-vision provides an escape from 
16the II nightnare of reality. 11 Since 'I'vrain seems to equate 

beauty	 with escape and ugliness with reality17 if the real 

vlOrld is too much to endure, the dream provides at least ;.1 

temporary escapel $ from the :'damned human race.'~ For 'I".rain, 

the escape i3 necessary. Unable to find the glory in life, 

he has	 to create it outside of life--in dream. 19 

14Holmes, Q£~ cit., pp. 470-471. 

15Gladys Carmen Bellamy, l~ark ~aain As k~terary Artist, 
p.	 361. 

16Coleman O. Parsons', "Background of The l!lysterious 
~t.ranger, II [ .. L, XXXII (March, 1960), 71. 

17Bellamy, ££. cit., p. 360. 

IBThomas Blues, r:Iark 'I\'lain and the: Community, p. 54. 

19Bellamy, QQ. cit., p. 362. 
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Finally, since anything is possible in the dream, and 

can be tolerated there, 20 T'tlain chose the dream-vision as the 

most likely framework on which to weave his philosophies. 

There, they could easily be dismissed as T1just a dream." 

There, what had been intolerable in "':'lhat is Han?" could be 

endured for, after all, it was not reaJ.. 

~1ain also had noted that everything is much more 

vivid in b. dre3.ffi than it is in real life. In his Notebook: 

he \,,rrites: 

I'lalking I cannot form in my mind the minutely 
detailed 2nd living features of a face and a form 
and c:. cos"(,ume which I have never seen, but my 
dream self can do all this vith the accuracy and 
vividness of a camera. Valking, I cannot create 
in my mind a picture of a room and furniture 
"lhieh T h;:JVP nnt. rprpnt.l u ~",pn "yo h .... ,,'" ,..,,,,,,, ..... 

seen~ bBr my dream self can do' this to the'minutest 
deta1.1 ..... 

Twain's structure for the conventional dream-vision 

is modified somewhat with each subsequent experiment with it. 

There are, hOVlever, certain similarities which are consistent 

in each of the later works considered in this thesis: 1) the 

fusion of dream and reality; 2) the appearance of a stranger; 

and 3) the use of a schizophrenic narrator/protagonist. 

Each of the dream-vision works evolves around the 

fusion of dream and reality•. The change comes gradually, but 

the distinction between the two which eventually becomes 

20J..2l.£., p. 361.
 

21paine (ed.), Q£. cit., p. 350.
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apparent despite initial confusion in the childhood fantasy 

world of Tom Sav~er, Huckleberry Finn, or even Robert Wicklow 

is impossible in the adult world. Unable to dream. ' ....ithout 

losing their grasp of reality, the adult \<[orld of the old 

Yankee or General X is caught in the dream and condemned to 

life imprisonment. From its bounds, they Cfu"lllot escape. 

Another similarity in the dream-vision works is the 

use of a stranger. Although Twain had used the stranger in 

earlier vvorks ~ he assumes a more significant role in the 

later dream-vision works. His function is enlarged to 

encompass the alter ego of the schizophrenic narrator. 

The final consistency emerging throughout Twain's 

later drearn-vj.sion works is the schizophrenic narrator/ 

prot2~onist. He embodies two distinct personulities 

representing J in most cases, a sleeping and a waking self. 

The stranger becomes the alter ego of the waking narrator 

complementing his personality. 

Certain differences in the dream vision pa'ttern also 

emerge as Twain develops it. In A Conn.ecticu~. Yan~ee in King 

Arthur's Court as well as in "Which \vas the Dream?" a...."d "'I'he 

Great Dark," TVlain uses the standard dreamer who falls 

asleep and dreams. In each case, the dreamer wakes to find 

his two worlds fused and himself unable to analyze a.."d 

question his dream. For the dream has turned into the night

mare of reality with its ubiquitous complexities and 
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contradictions. In The r·lysterious 2't.ranger, however, the 

pattern alters sOille~lhat in that there is no conventional 

dreamer; there is no sleeping and waking to discover the 

fusion of dream and reality for tIle two have been inte~10ven 

so convincL~gly that even the reader is not totally aware of 

the distinction. In the first three examples, it is only 

the narrator \'/ho is una\'lare of the dream; in The Hysterious 

Stranger the dream-reality mystery envelopes both the reader 

and the narrator until the final episode. 

Another difference that develops is the gradual 

lessening in importance of the double narrat.ive frame, \'lhich 

focuses on one narrator for the prologue and epilogue and 

a..~ctber one for the mai.'Yl story. As early as "The Notorious 

Jumping Frog of Calaveras County." Twain u.ses both the 

stranger and the double narrative frame. He continues to use 

them within the dream frame\llOT'k in A Connecticut YaI'J~ee in King 

Arthur's Court, as \'/1311 as u\'lhich 'l:las the Dream?" and "The 

Great. Dark. II As Tvmin writes his final dream-vision, however, 

he has moved away from the additional narrative frame. By the 

time tha-t Twai.n writes The !-1ysterious Stranger, he needs neither 

the artificial crowbar nor the intrusion of a narrator to explain 

and amplify the story. 

Twain's first major attempt with the drea.'1l-vision is 

A Connecticut YaLkee in King Arthur's Court. The conventional 

struc·ture is complete \-/ith the blackout-inducing cro\l/bar 
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responsible for the dream state. Hank Morgan awakens in 

sixth-century Camelot. When the.dream ends, Hank is brought 

back to the reality of the nineteenth century, howeve~, the 

dream has become so much a part of his world that he can no 

longer distinguish it from reality. To him, it is reality. 

Twain varies the dream-vision structure somewhat with 

!!\'lhi ch VIRs the Dream? It ""lhich eventually evolves into tiThe 

Great Dark. II Tuckey labels it the !lhomecoming fantasy!! who~e 

conception probably took place in one of Twain's dreams. 22 

Tuckey compares the sequence to a dream which Twain described 

to Livy in a letter while he was in Paris: 

It seemed as if I had burst awake out of a 
hellish dream Rnd had never been away Dnd that you 
would come drifting down out of those dainty u~per. . , , . . ~ , . - ,/ 

:"'l..b.L.Vu"'; ....... .:. ....y Uu.J. '-'u.i ..... u.J. cu L.a~)r;.iub d..l l;l::J.' Y uu..
 

Tuckey believes that this dream set the stage for the 

lthomecoming fantasytl which revolves around the prosperous man 

who dreams for a few seconds which seem like years, and upon 

awakening still finds himself at home with his family. In 

tiThe Great Dark," however, the fantasy has been too real and 

the dreamer does not recognize his family but instead lapses 

back into a dream. 

22Bellamy, Ope cit., p. 360.
 

23 Dixon Wector (ed.), The Love Letters of Mark Twain,
 
p. 312. -- -- - - 
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During the same period in which Twain was experi

menting \'iith the lIhomecoming fantasy," he viaS also struggling 

to write The r·1ysterious Stranger. 1;lith its meticulous fusion 

of dream and reality, perhaps Twain's culminating dream-vision 

is meant to confuse the reader in an attempt to show that life 

is a nightmare. Or, perhaps, it is a tribute to man's 

creative imagination and offers a more positive statement 

than any of Twain's other dream-visions: that death and 

delusion are not the only means of escape in a materialistic 

world, that through the imagination man c~n realize his full 

potential and escape the nightmare of reality.24 

24Bellamy, QQ. cit., p. 360. 
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CHAPTER II 

THE INTRODUCTION: A CONNECTICUT YANKEE 

IN KING ARTHUR'S COURT 

Dream of being knight-errant in armor in the
 
Middle Ages. Have the notions and habits of thought
 
of the present day • • • • No pockets in the armor.
 
Can't scratch. Cold in the head--can't blow--canft
 
get a handkerchief, can't use iron sleeve. Iron
 
gets redhot in the sun--leaks in the rain • • •
 
makes disagreeable clatter when I enter church.
 
Can't dress or undress myself. Always getting
 
struck by lightening. Fall down and can't get up.25
 

Mark ~vain's notes for A Connecti~ut Yanke~ j.n; Y:in~ 

Arthur's Court reveal two important factors. First, that his 

primary intention is comic effect, and second that he plans to 

CiCI:llt:;ve l L. cnrougn "l:.he aream-v~sion. VHt,h his comic purpose 

in mind, Twain realized that the romantic traditions of the 

Medieval period with its chivalric traditions and inhibiting 

garb would provide the best setting for the novel. The 

quickest way to reach it would be through the dream because 

the comedy could be enhanced by the addition of an anachronistic 

visitor. 

The novel itself, Mark Twain's first attempt at using 

the dream-vision encompassing an entire novel, is buttressed 

25Paine (ed.), £E. ~it., p. 11. 

16 
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by satire as well as humor. Although the humor hinted at in 

~~ain's notes is prevalent in the novel, the biting satire 

almost overshadows it in several sequences. It is typical in 

that the vernacular man triumphs over the genteel society, at 

least within the dream framework. 

The form of the story is typical of Twain in that the 

original narrator is removed from the story and the employment 

of an additional narrator takes place. In essence, the 

original narrator provides a prologue and an epilogue to the 

Yankee's sto~y. Even so, the double-frame story which has 

the prologue and epilogue divorced from the actual story is 

contradictory. Uhile the y,qnkee's narrative lauds the triumph 
- . , t'" _ .. _ _._.., -

V.L U..LH<;;'J<;;,-alvJ!-v~HV\.UJ J..'-"L4 ..... Vj, \.I ...... v \",4,J.vUU.L .J.. ... '--"UI.""'.'IfV ....... ),.. ...., ... _J
 

questiom:; it, but also lIreverses the dominant values of the 

story.ll26 After his trip, the Yankee rejects the theory of 

progress and nineteenth-century advances for the dream world 

of the sixth century.27 This con~itment to the world of 

fantasy negates the belief that the nineteenth-century with 

its scientific achievement and advancement provides the proper 

background for survival. Just as the Yankee rejects reality 

for the dream, ~~ain hints that all that has been accepted as 
28reality may only be "dream stuff. 11 

261101mes, .£.I2.. cit., p. 472.
 

271oc. cit.
 

281oc. cit.
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The piologue to the story 
, 

begins with a tour of 

Waniick Castle, and ~vain, traveling with a tour group narrates 

the events. ~1omentarily, the guide stops to point out a 

small hole in the chainmail of a suit of armor. A stranger in 

the group mutters that he did it and exits mysteriously. 

Later that evening the stranger enters and tells his story. 

He had been the Superintendent of an arms factory and knows a 

great deal about guns, ~annons, and ammunition. One day at 

the factory, a crovlbar fight develops, and the stranger is 

knocked unconscious. Upon awakening, he finds himself in 

sixth-cAntury Camelot. 

The Yankee's story is written on palimpsest, a special 

parchment upon which writing dims allowing for further 

inscriptions even though traces of earlier manuscripts remain. 

The Camelot adventure superinscribed upon fragments of 

earlier writings may symbolize the illusionary journey imposed 

upon the Yankee's conscious mind. So skillfully is the 

Medieval adventure written that the realistic life is completely 

covered up. 

At first, the Yankee seems helpless with 1I1ittle 

chance to survive, much less to succeed in the England of King 

Arthur. 1l29 But, eventually, by using his nineteenth-century 

familiarity with history and by encorporating his knowledge 

29Robert Regan, ynpromisin~ Heroes: r1ark ~1ain and 
His Characters,..__ pp. 52-~3.- -- .
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of progressive methods and ideas, he succeeds in gaining the 

attention of the round-table generation. Outwitting Merlin, 

the magician, and even King Arthur, the Yankee finds himself 

"The Boss" of Medieval England--at least temporarily. 

Because of his selfishness and egocentricity, however, the 

"Boss" cannot rise above the machine. Instead of really 

being interested in liberating the people, he is concerned 

with dominating them, putting himself a little bit above 

everyone else. As a result, civilization declines rather 

than advances during his stay. Although the machine could 

have made their dreams come true, the Yankee's egocentric 

dreams make it impossible,30 and he destroys everything that 

h~ has created. In so doin~. the Yankee finds himself an 

alien. He belongs neither to the nineteenth century which 

he has abandoned nor to the medieval community which he has 

destroyed. Alone, confused, he resorts to a dream sanctuary, 

his "futile refuge.,,3 1 

Twain also finds refuge in the dream-vision; to him 

it is a paradoxical paradise. There he can explode in para~ 

doxical positions as he does in Connecticut Yankee. Within 

the dream framework he can believe in democracy and laud the 

liberty and freedom of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries 

30Blues, £E. cit., pp. 52-53.
 

31Ibid., p. 54.
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on the one hand; and yet, see man as a devious, deceitful 

individual)2 exhibiting all the traits he abhorred on the 

other. Tvlain finds himself in the precarious paradoxical 

position of hating society while loving certain individuals 

within its bonds. The dream-vision clouds over his paradoxical 

philosophies for in the fantasy \'lorld of the dream anything, 

even unquestioned paradoxes, is possible. 

Tv/ain probably chose the dream-vision for Connecticut 

Yankee realizing that its loose structure would provide him 

the freedom)) of both time and space. As he continues to 

work ~ith the structure, he modifies his reaSCI1S for choosing 

it, but this original motive is prevalent through all of his 

dream-vision experiments. The dream allows T-\'lain to inves

tigate the full range of man's depravity without sacrificing 

the willing suspension of disbelief. 

Having alvlays been interested in dreams, ~1ain is 

especially concerned with the possibility of a sleeping a 

waking self. This interest is manifested in the schizophrenic 

narrator/protagonist, Hc:mk 1,10rgan. 34 TvlO distinct 

32Holmes, QQ. ci~., p. 469. 

33Ibid., pp. 470-471. 

34J. R. Kreuzer in "Dreamers in the Book of the Duchess," 
PMLA, LXVI (June, 1951), 543-547, notes that Chaucer I'las 
responsible for this develorment in the dream-vision. tccording 
to Kreuzer, Chaucer ',1as the first to use a real character, the 
Black Knight as John of Gaunt rather than an allegorical 
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personalities are apparent in the duo. The stranger quietly 

and mysteriously disappears from the castle while Hank Morgan, 

shO\'ffi1an, finds it virtually impossible to do anything quietly. 

He delights in exciting attention, and his specialty is 

'~echnicolor explosives and other noisy demonstrations which 

electrify his audience. 1I35 

Besides this split-personality convention, ~':ain also 

includes the appearance of a stranger in his dream-visions. 

Representing the world of the dream36 Hank Morgan is described 

as a II curious stranger" who seems to drift at.'lay imperceptibly 

out of (the) world and time and into some remote era and old 

forgotten country.,,)7 

Another of Twain's drenm-vision conventions is t.he 

confusion of dream and reality. Finding himself slingshot 

back into nineteenth-century America, the Yankee finds 

reality too painful. Confusing the nightmare of reality \'lith 

the dream of fantasy, the old Yankee is willing to relinquish 

abstraction. Although ~'lain was probably unaware of Chaucer's 
part in this development, it is interesting to note that it 
was used even in the Middle Ages. 

35James 1Jl. Cox, lift Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's 
Court: The J.lachinery of Self-Preservation, rl Hark 'I\{ain: r~ 

.Q.ollec~?-0!1. £:. Critical Essays edited by Henry NashSmith, 
p. 119. 

36Holrnes, .Q£. cit., p. 471. 
'7 • 
I

) Mark 'J\la1.n, A Connecticut Xankee in King Arthur's,Court, p. .L. 
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his hold on nineteenth-century lcnowledge and progress for the 

fantasy world of the I1iddle Ages; yet, he does not belong 

there either. Unable to distinguish between the dream and 

reality in his delirious state, the Yankee m.istakes the 

visitor for his wife, Sandy, and he tells the visitor of 

having dreamt a strange dream in which he: 

• • • seemed to be a creature out of a remote
 
unborn age, cen-turies hence and he seemed to have
 
flown back out of that age into this of ours, and
 
thence forwarcl to it again, and \"laS set dovm, a
 
stranger and forlorn in that strmlge England, with
 
an abyss3sf thirteen centur1es yawning bet"leen me
 
and you.
 

For the elderly Yankee, looking backward39 to the 

dream i.s his salvation. The dream having dissolved into the 

+",,,, .,...." ..... .; """,4='"", +,..... ,.... ........ ~ •• """"" ,,_~ l..o.._ ............ _--4~..i.l3'h+Tn~'Y'O r-.f" -ro"'j'.. i.~:r i~ _,.___ -"'..I 
~--_ ...,._- -- 7 ....._-- -""'-.... 

.--~~~-

revert back to the original fantasy.40 

38Ibid., p. 306. 

39James Cox in "A COlli"1.ecticut Yankee in King Arth.ur's
 
Court: The Nachinery of Sell'-Preserv<1t.ion, II labels Y8J"Ll<ee an
 
II inverted utopian fantasy" comparable to Ed\'lard Bella.'11yT 'S'"
 
Looking l,3acl\vard which vIas published in 1887. Bellamy's book
 
is a lidream fantasy in which the hero is thrust into the
 
future, 2000 A. D.II Cox says that TVlain's novel became a
 
"going bac.h\vard in order to look forward. tt
 

40Blues, on. cit., p. 53, finds it difficult to believe 
that the dying Hank r·lorgan "so closely identifies himself \'lith 
a wife who has f~Dctioned chiefly as comic vehicle and with the 
knights who have been his ·enemies." Perhaps \'lh~t Blues fails 
to reali.ze is human nature. It is only natural to "mnt "that is 
most difficult to obtain, and survejing the possibilities, it 
is only natural for Harili Morgan to choose the more pleasant of 
the two alternatives. 
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But, the fact remains that no matter which world the 

Yankee chooses he has failed. His inevitable failure parallels 

Tvlain's personal failures; his business ventures, publishing 

business, and the Paige typesetter were all losing ground. 

All of these factors combined to cause Twain to doubt his own 

creative genius. 41 His refuge, too, became the dream, and 

~1ain undoubtedly realized that failure is much easier to 

accept in a dream. Secretly, he always hoped that he would 

wake up and find that his failures were only bad dreams. Yet, 

he could not let his dreamer wake. Instead, the Yankee finds 

refuge in the pctst, in the fanta sy of the dream, and even as 

the dream dissolved into the nightmare of reality, the confused 

Yankee cannot distin~uish between the two. 

This careful fusion of dream into reality once merely 

an interest of T':Join' s became a haunting preoccupation 

throughout the rest of his career. This semi-obsession 

coupled with his grovring pessimism hastened the emergence of 

the Yankee as the confused dreamer who becomes the prototype 

for ~vain's later dreamers. 42 Regan labels the Yankee 

prophetic, leading the way to 'I\'lain's later works and pre

empting I"lark 'I\'min' s 'ltlhole imagination in future \'lOrks. 43 

41Holmes, £E. cit., p. 466-467.
 

42Regan, £E. cit., p. 176.
 

43.I.Qj£., p. 184.
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A Connecticut Yankee has been labeled the turning 

point44 in ~1ain's career. Holne~ contends that it should 

not be classified vlith Ti'rain' s early vforks, but instead vlith 

his later works such as The Mysterious Stranger45 since the-- --------- ---'---'--'-'-

novel ends in failure rather than triumph. Whereas T\'rain' s 

early "forks deal with innocent youths, lively and imaginative, 

nmin's later protagonists are old men bent upon destroying 

the illusions of childhood. 46 In this respect, Yankee does 

belong to ~{lain's later works. It also marks the beginning 

of his use of the dream-vision with its inherent flexibility. 

If illusion destruction is Twdin's emphasis during his Inter 

years, then the dream provides the proper framework. For 

there, none of the flats are indeliably painted, none of the 

bUildings are carefully constructed, none of the dreams can 

last. 

44Henry Nash Smith, "Puddn'head Hilson and After," 
Hassachusettes Revic\'l, III ('.linter, 1962), 234. 

J.5Holmes, .QE.. cit. p. 462. 

46Blues, Q£. cit., p. 56. 



CHAPTER III 

THE DEVELOPMENT: THE UNFINISHED rflANUSCRIPTS 

"\!JHICH WAS THE DREAM?" AND "THE GREAT DARK!; 

The unfinished manuscript, "VJhich Was the Dream? If was 

planned at the beginning of 1995, but was not actually written 

until 1897. 47 The story follows the same pattern as most of 

Twain's writings between 1896 and 1905. A lucky man has 

finally reached the pinnacle of success. Everything is going 

well for him. He could not be happier. Then, suddenly, he 

has a turn of fate, and the nightmare becomes the new reality. 

Clutching to the hope that he will soon awaken from the 

U .... buv.ucu "'" vllC U.l call1Cl l"t::ct.L.LlJt::::> vUav Loue U~Sd.s(,er may aCT.ua.LLy 

be life. h8 Eventually, he is unable to distinguish between 

the two. 

The differentiation between the conscious and uncon

scious levels of mentality interest Twain. Tuckey quotes one 

of Twain's letters to John Adams in which Tvlain asks, "Meantime 

which is I and \'ihich is my mind? Are we two or are we one?1f49 

471-1ark T"wain, "'.'lhich VIas the Dream?" And Other S"y':'''llbolic 
Writing2, of the Lat.er Years, -edited by John S:-Tuckey, - p. 31. 

48Ibid ., p. 1. 

49Ibid., p. 2. 
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This interest, apparent in Connecticut Yankee, is developed 

in "Which Vias the Dream? II which later gave way to the longer 

manuscript, "The Great Dark." 

"Which Was the Dream?1I begins with Mrs. Alison X's 

prologue. She explains that this is to be a busy day. 

Tonight will be the dress rehersal for a play written by 

their daughter, Bessie. In honor of Bessie's upcoming birth

day, Mrs. X's husband, Torn, has promised to write a biography. 

Though he has promised to write it for years, he has always 

procrastinated in starting. 

That evening she goes to the study and sees Tom at . 

work on the manuscript. She notes that he is drowsy, and while 

she watches he falls asleep for a second, but the cigar smoke 

awakens him. IIWith a vjolent start and a sneeze) II he begins 
c::o

to i'vork again.:> 

Mrs. I's story reveals that her husband has not 

slept long, that his dream, in fact, lasted only a few seconds. 

To him, however, it seemed to last for years. 

The narrative shifts as General X's story follows. 

Longer and more detailed, his story begins with a nostalgic 

remembrance of his childhood. He and his wife, Alice, have 

been engaged since they were five years of age. Finally, in 

1845 they marry. Their first child, Bessie, is born in 1846. 

50 Ihid., p. 34. 
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Coal is discovered on their property, and they become wealthy. 

General X says: 

More than ever we seemed to be living in a world 
of enchantment. It all seemed so str~nge, indeed so 
splendidly impossible, that these bounties, usually 
reserved for age, should be actually ours, and we so 
young • • • • Every morninG one or the other of us 
laughed a~d said, 'Another day gone, and it isn't a 
dream yet!' For we had the same thought, and it was 
a natural one that the night mifht rob5~s, some time 
or other, and ~e should wake bereaved. 

Consequently, the irony begins. For since General X sees the 

seeming illusion in reality, he would certainly be subject 

for difficulty in distinguishing between the tvw. 

Dreams play an important role in the life of his 

daughter Bessie. She has one recurrent dream in which she 

is being eaten by a bear. She explains to her mother tho.t 

the problem is that llshe is never th('~ bear, but always the 

person being eG.ten. 1I52 General X goes on to explain that 

not everyone would realize that there is an advantage to 

being the bear rather than the victim, but, he continues 

"there is an advantage, for \'I11i1e you are in a dream, it 

isn't a dream--it is reality, and the bear bite hurts, hurts 

in a perfectly real \"lay. ,,53 

51Ibid., p. 40.
 

52 Ibid ., p. 47.
 

5310c. cit.
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For her birthday her father plans a surprise. He 

wants his daughter to know that "her persecuting dream can be 

turned into something quite romantically and picturesquely 

delightful when a person of her papa's high capacities in the 

way of invention puts his mind to work upon it. n54 Perhaps 

this is Twain's \.;ay of praising the ima.gination \vhich seems 

to be his salvation. In each of his dream-vision stories, 

there seems to be a grO\'ling emphasis on the pO\'/ers of the 

imagination culminating in his treatise on the powers of the 

imagination in The Hysterious Stranger. 

General X begins a sentence about his younger daughter, 

Jessie, but the sentence is left incomplete, and a new 

unnumbered chapter begins with a shriek that the house is on 

fire. 55 The transition is abrupt. From a tranquil family 

discussion, General X is thrust into the nightmare of a 

burning home. 

The house is not completely destroyed, and with some 

help from Grant, they are able to live in part of their home. 

Later, they notice that Jeff Sedgewich (the stranger in this 

manuscript) is missing. Their first thought is that perhaps 

he has been killed in the fire, but this is doubted. Jeff had 

become the General's pseudonym; he signed all the checks, wrote 

54Loc • cit. 

55This is obviously stimulated by the cigar smoke noted 
by Mrs. X in her introduction to the story. 
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and signed the General's letters, and even had" obtained his 

power of attorney. Much of this ~as done without the know

ledge uf Alice because she had always felt that Jeff should 

not be trusted. 

The General had always trusted him, and he had even 

permitted him to sell Alice's estate and invest the money in 

a California gold mine, the "Golden Fleece." 

Now, however, the General becomes uneasy when Jeff 

still does not appear; he even avoids the crowds that usually 

cheer him as he has been mentioned as a presidential 

candidate. 

Later that same evening he tells his children a bedtime 

story !tin the golden land of Romance, hThere all things are 

beautiful and existence is a splendid dream, and care cannot 

come.,,56 Then as the vision Yanishes, they become "prisoners 

in t.his dull planet again. 1I57 

The intruding band which had shattered the vision, now 

clamored for a speech from General X. The speech came 

automaticalJ..y "as if it T.vas someone else talking" then came 

the cheers lias in a dream ll and the General bowed, and went 
t."8

(his) way.) 

56Ibid.• , p. 57.
 

57Ib i d., P• 58.
 

581oc. cit.
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Then, as his dream world begins to shatter, the bank 

president informs him that he is overdra"m--eveI'Y\'lhere. The 

General's last hope remains ",ith the "Golden Fleece" investment 

and his household insurance. Then, he discovers that there is 

no "Golden Fleece" mine and he has no insurance. Jeff has not 

made the payments; that he has, in fact, been a fraud. But 

the General is the only one who knows it. Most humiliating to 

him is that they do not believe him, label him a "liar," and 

accuse him of conspiracy. As he is accused of forgery, " he 

sprang--and remembers no more." Just as qUicl~ly as the dream 

began it ends with a. swift return to reality. 

vlhen the General comes to, he "had the feeling of one 

who had sIGut heaVily. is lazDv (;nmfoi'i:::1hl p.. Qllt lICI+' o·i'p::l+.l.y 

refreshed, and is still drowsy.1I 59 His "eyelid.s began to 

droop" a.Yld he is transported into another life. This time he 

is living in a log cabin, and he does not know where he is. 

His children fill in the missing details. His name is now 

Edward Jacobs; they are now living in a tovrn in California 

called Hell's Delight. 

\ihen he awakens again, he relates that they "had been 

separated just an hour--by the clock--but in the true sense a 

whole year and a half. ,,60 This statement of V~. X-Jacob Edwards 

59Ibid ., p. 67.
 

60Ibid ., p. 71.
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seems to indicate that the real world for him had become a 

dream. The clock symbolizing the time that governs reality 

had no Meaning for him and he quickly relapses into another 

dream. 

DeVoto believes that because ~lain W3S working 

simultaneously on lf1.1hich Un.s the Dream? II and his autobiography, 

he inadvertently slipped his deterministic philosophy into 

' ~. t' t T!""'} ~·T h n ~ ,,61 S'>,th~s 1 ~c lona.L accoun, '".1lC 1 "as teL ream, ~nce 

everything that happens to cause General X'x downfall is 

beyond his control ~8in seems to say it was not his fault; 

it was not my fault, it was the \ffiY of the world. 62 

TVlD.in's title choice for the i11Ecnv,script is c:m 

inmortant roint of informflt, ion for -j t. t1 F'ril{)n~t-. r~T.p~ 'rri.~ 

gro'ding belief that the night.mare of life can not. possibly be 

raality. It must be a dream. His fusion of thE: t':./o ':lOrld,s 

in T11.!hich '.l2.S the Dre.::l.ffi?" <J.nd his question title cause 

speculation as to which life really is~he dream. 

Since the manuscript is unfinished, it is not possible 

to conj ecture as to THain's intended ending. ',lhether he i10uld 

continue with the failure ending or bring General X back into 

his affluence of success or whether General X once lost in the 

6lBernard DeVoto, t'The Symbols of Des!,",air," r:ark 'I\rain: 
A Collection o.r Critical ESScCl?S edited by Henry Nash Smith,
p.-149. 

62~ . t -LOC. c~ • 
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dream would never be able to regain a stronghold on his sanity 

are all questions that remain unanswered, but the biggest 

question that remains unanswered is, which was the dream? 

Tuckey, however, considers "The Great Dark" to be an 

extension of "Which Vias the Dream?", and so in examining it, 

perhaps some conclusions may be dravm. The idea for "The 

Great Dark!' may have originated in one of Twain's dreams. In 

his Notebook, August 10, 1898, he mentions a possible stimulus 

for "The Great Dark." 

Last night dreamed of a whaling cruise in a
 
drop of water. Not by microscope, but actually.
 
This would mean the reduction of the participants
 
to a minuteness which v'[Quld make them nearly
 
invisj.ble to God, ag1 He wouldn't be interested
 
in them any longer.
 

Si'lf"'''' t-.ho r1 .... t:><:lr., in "'PhI'> r.~~",~t-. n::lT':k"1! T.~'k-p~ nl~,..p in.q 

drop of water it is more than likely that this particular 

dream provides the idea for it. The dream-vision in the 

story follows the two-part p3ttern that Twain has begun to 

develop. First, the dream and its consequences, though short-

lived, seem interminable; and second, the dream and reality 

become fused, frequently inseparable. 64 

Structurally, "The Great Dark': is quite similar to 

"Which VIas the Dream?" The Prologue is given by the wif e, 

Mrs. Edwards, just as it had been given by Mrs. X in "Vlhich 

63Paine (ed.), ££. cit., p. 365. 

64DeVoto, "Symbols of Despair," .2..£. cit., pp. 154-155. 
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Was the Dream?" Perhaps TVlain is more sure of his direction 

with his slight alterations for in "The Great Dark" his 

formerly ~mbiguous Mr. and Mrs. X become Mr. and Mrs. Edwards 

although the names of the children, Bessie and Jessie, remain 

t.he same. 

In the Introduction, Mrs. Edwards explains that they 

are preparing for their daughter Jessie's birthday when Mr. 

Edwards unvails one of the presents, a microscope. Through it 

they examine a drop of water which is strengthened by scotch 

whiskey "to stir up the animals.,,65 Then he falls asleep. 

Mrs. Ed:~ards reaches for the whiskey container which falls 

awakening Henry. He proceeds to his table to write. Probably, 

the intent of this introduction by Mrs. Edwards is to 

extablish this short duration of Henry's dream. 

Mr. Edward's story proceeds and he tells of finally 

finding the "animals IT in the drop of water ..~hich he describes 

as "monsters entering the horizon of the great 'r'lhite sea. ,,66 

Impressed with what he has seen, Mr. Edwards throws himself 

on the couch and is soon approached by the Superintendent of 

Dreams who invites him to journey into that unexplored drop 

of water. The Superintendent will gladly furnish the ship 

65lfjark 'l\-rain, "The Great Dark," Letters from the Earth
 
edited by Bernard DeVoto, p. 1$6. ---- -- 

66Loc. cit. 
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and crew. Once again, the stranger has entered the dream; this 

time in the form of the Superintendent of Dreams. 

Mr. Edwards agrees to go. Upon voyaging into the 

unknown depths, Edwards does not realize that they are 

traveling without charts--and without a destination. They 

encounter horrendous ice and sno~~ storms, and unhappily, they 

learn that even the captain does not know where they are. 

1I1atters become more complicated when the "creatures" begin to 

invade the great nark. Upon questioning the mate about the 

invaders, Edwards is shocked by the reply "I didn't enter it 

in the log. For a man in his right mind don't put nightmares 

in the 109.,,67 

As they continue their journey, they suddenly realize 

that there is no difference between night and day. That it 

is, in fact, ahTays night. Yet, even Turner's revelation 

that "it ain't tonight at all; it's just noon now" does not 

astonish Edwards. Knowing that the Superintendent of Dreams 

is in charge reassures him. Besides, he cannot experience 

the "real terror in the nightmare around him because he does 

not think it is real.,,68 

Confident that he can end the dream whenever he 

desires, Henry approaches the Superintendent of Dreams. He is 

67Ibid., p. 192. 

68L• R. Dennis, "T·1ark 'I\~rain and the Dark Angel," 
Midwest Quarterly, VIII (January, 1967), 195. 
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~ positive that he is enjoying the j~urney after watching 

1e Superintendent of Dreams tricl: Turner, so he tells the 

lperintendent that he can end the dream right away. To this, 

he Superintendent 1I100ked him steadily in the eye for a 

oment, then said, with deliberation, 'The Dream? Are you 

uite sure it is a drear:1?1!l69 To his questioning, the 

iuperintendent replies !lyou have spent your whole life in 

;his ship. And this is renl life. Your other life was the 

lream. n70 

This sudden knowledge causes Edwards to ponder the 

situation which "so little time before (he) knew was a dream 

and nothing more." 'l1 However, when he considers the past ten 

n"u~ . ho ~o~p"~ ~h~~ ~h~v h~v~ hAPn
,; 

• •• intense renlities!--so intense that by com
parison the life (he) had lived before them seemed 
distant, indistinct, slipping away, and fading out 
in a far perspective--exactly as a dream does when 
you sit 7~ breakfast trying to call back its 
details. 

From this point on, the Superintendent becomes the 

puppet-master pulling the control strings. Not only does he 

direct the physical actions of the puppets, but he also 

69Mark Twain, tiThe Great Dark,TT .2.£. cit., p. 204. 

70Loc. cit. 

71Loc. cit. 

72Ibid., pp. 204-205. 
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begins to control their mental processes?3 and directing the 

confusion between the dream and reality. 

In attempting to straighten out the confusion in his 

OVln mind, Henry questions his wife, Alice concerning the 

weather during this trip in comparison Hith the ·...,eather during 

their European voyage. To his chagrin, she denies ever going 

on such a voyage, and Henry wonders if, perhaps, it was a 

dream too. Continuing to probe her about details of the trip-

details which she considers details of a dream--Henry confides 

that he is "not at all sure that it ViaS a dream J " but that 

five minutes earlier, he "".".as sure that it vlasn't. !1?4 

Further complicating matters is the fact that his 

.,. • ..: .f"~ ~~~C~ ~~~-~~ r\~ " ~~~~~ ~~~n--,.-,...-~--- ~:~~~~~ ~: t~~~-

and nothing of the microscope. The Superintendent's careful 

manipulation from behind the scene is completely unknown to 

the puppets who are gradually losing control of their lives. 

Alice then accuses her husband of having mental 

problems as he is so preoccupied with his dreams of Europe 

that he is oblivious to the real events that are happening 

on board the ship. Upon further examination and questioning, 

Henry discovers that his wife considers all of his tales of 

la.nd-life, "dreams," dreams which she happened to be included 

73DeVoto, "Symbols of Despair,".Q.E. cit., p. 152. 

74!'!;:ark 'I"vlain, "The Great Dark," .Q.E. cit., p. 20? 
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in, but does not necessa.rily need \,0 knovl about. She tells him 

that people are not expected to remember the dreams of others. 

An lapses of memory are conveniently filled in for 

both Hr. and Hrs. Edwards, the Superintendent gains a stronger 

grip on their lives, and as Henry muses upon both lives, the 

real life b~gins to fade. Details of the real life become 

sketchy and minute while the dream life becomes more vivid. 

With the beginning of Book II which Henry admits he 

has procrastinated in starting, interim details are mentioned: 

The Edvlards have had a son, Harry, and severi'll mutinies have 

taken place on board the ship. The dream slowly turns into 

a nightmare as squid begin to attack the vessel causing much 

destrnction. The children are lost; Mrs. Edwards becomes ill, 

almost mA.d, and another mntiny develops. Here the manuscript 

ends. 

In the ei&ht pages of notes following the manuscript, 

Twain has planned to have the ship meet ano~her treasure ship, 

the "THo Darlings." A snowstorm strikes and the "T'o'lO Darlings" 

disappears with the children on board. For ten futile years 

they pursue the ship in search of the children. Eventually 

they come into the dreaded llGreat Vlhite Glare" which causes 

terrible suffering. 

The waters change colors maddening the animals who 

launch a viscious attack against the ship. Not that this is 

not trouble enough, but novi "The Great VThite Glare" dries up 
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the Vlater; the "Tvm Darlings lT is found, but the children .s.re 

dead. 

Here, the story becomes a vivid niGhtmare. The captain 

goes mad; the only surviving child is hit by a stray bullet; 

everyone but Henry and one other man dies. The final notes 

for the story bring Henry back to realitYt but not. for long. 

He says that "it is midmight. Alice and the children come to 

say goodnight. I think them dreams. Think I am back home in 

a dream.,,75 DeVoto points out that "the final note brings the 

story back out of dream and makes the intended point: dream 

has triumphed over reality in Henry's mind.,,76 

Freudian psychology concerning dream-journeys asserts 
~~~....... :--l-._.,..= .... _..t:t -3 __ ..... 1- 77 - ..;,1 T\_~_._.! ..1..-_.'_,_ .1-.'0_.,.1+\-,~ .... ... ,,:..'" \J -' _ - -"'--J -- - --'J-~-----"" -- ----- ..... , ~ ..... - .....,_ ............_- -_ ..... ...,_ ...._~ ...,. ...............
 

the journey '1ithin the dream framm'lOrk in liThe Great Dark ll iS t 

in the final analysis t death. 78 On the other hand, Tuckey 

vie\'lS the ending as a positive affirmation because of the 

captain's final speech79 in which he attempts to negate what 

is actually happening through positive thinking. 

75 roid • t p. 227. 

7~lark 'I\lain, uThe Great Dark t U Q12.. cit., p. 227. 

77De~nis, Q12.. cit. t p. 194. 

781.2.£. cit. 

79 John S. Tuckey (ed.), II1;Jhich ':12S the Dre2m?" and Other 
.§.ymbolic 'i'Jritings of the Later Years t introducti.O"i1;" p. -19. 
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Realizing that DeVoto labels T'.'lain' s stormy darkness 

a.s his "symbol of despair ll80 and that the once-calm river 

image has become a IIblack and unfathomable expanse where all 

the la"ws of nature have been suspended, 11 
81 it seems strange 

that Tuckey could view the ending of the manuscript as a 

Fositive onc. The ubiquitous darkness coupled with the 

denth journey certainly would seem to overpower the one 

positive speech given by the captain. Knowing, also, that 

throughout most of the journey, the captain has been complacent, 

unaware, and unconcerned, should cause Tuckey to question the 

captain's sanity \'lith his sudden reversal. It is only when 

he is threatened that he reacts, and his final attempt at 

positive thinking takes place in total darkness. the most 

powerful symbol of despair. 

It seems almost impossible that Twain would alter his 

philosophy enough to include the intrusion of a positive 

ending. Although the theme of liThe Great Dark" has altered 

slightly from l:Vlhich \'las the Dream?, 11 it has not changed 

enough to permit hope. The deterministic theme of 1I~.Jhich 

Was the Dre::..:.m? II has shifted to the idea that limen are as 

guilty as circur.:stances compell them to be.,,32 

80DeVoto, IISymbols of Despair," .2.£.. cit., p. 154.
 

81Dennis, £2. cit., p. 195.
 

82DeVoto, !'Symbols of Despair, 11 .2.£.. cit., p. 151.
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It is interesting to note the shift that has occured 

in Twain's work since the writing, pigenholing and writing 

of Huckleberr..Y. FinTl. Though Ed'ilards and young Huck begin 

with the sams characteristics of the young, naive protagonist 

preparing for a journey, and both begin new lives as the 

resul t of U:e journey, 83 the s:i.milarities end there. Whereas 

Huck could lay on his raft and count innumerable stars, 

Edwards sees only darkness; whereas Huck could see land and 

was free to ezplore its shores, Edtlards sees no shores--for 

there are none.~4 And how differently the journey ends for 

each of the t':J'O protagonists; for Huck, hope remains as 

long as he can lllight out for the territory ahead of the 

rest"; for Ed..'mrds, the territory left to explore is t.he 

nightmare world of reality-fantasy from which he cannot 

escape. 

Without water, which has been Huck's life-force, 

there is no chance for survival, and as the pitch-like waters 

dry up "life is symholically and literally denied.,,85 For 

in the great dark "life is seen as horror and death is seen 

as horror. 1l86 There is no escape. 

83Dennis, .£I2.. cit., p. 194.
 

84'1oc • cit.
 

85Ibid., p. 196.
 

861Joe. Cl't •
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~1ain's two unfinished. manuscripts come closer to 

paralleling Twain's life than either of the other two dream-

vision examples. The general framework of the prominent 

man who zuddenly is ruined by a twist of fate illay have been 

~!ain's o~n way of viewing the events which had shaped his 

life, and perhaps he left the manuscripts unfinished purpose

fully. Perhaps he was ~laiting, or hoping, for some strange 

awalcening in his life which vlOuld prove it to be a bad dream 

and provide an ending to the manuscripts. 

viith the vrriting of the t''10 manuscripts, hO\'lever, 

Tvvain moves a step closer to The Hysterious Stranger. 87 In 

the Superintendent of Dreams Tvlain has embodied many of the 

cnara<.~-cerlS1,;lC~ 01 i:>Cil:;an 1n inc 1"ly:-:;[,eI'iou~ .:YLI',--lYWer. TIle 

Superintendent's antics and moods coupled with his mysterious 

nature preempt Philip Traum. 88 Tuckey labels the 

Superintendent as both the "architect and the stage manager" 

of the dream. 89 He not only plans and designs it, he is 

also responsible for its production and direction just as 

Philip Trawn is in The Mysterious Stranger. Tuckey believes 

that the Superintendent is "clearly an unconscious anticipa

tion of Satan. ,,90 

8"(John S. Tuckey (ed.), "\'lhicfl Has the Drealll?" A..l'ld 
Oth_e.I2 §}Tboli.£ \'lritings of the Later Years, .2l2.. cit., p. 236. 

88 
~., p. 237.
 

89L "t
....2.£. £2:....
 

90Loc • cit.
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Having moved the dream-vision from sixth-century 

Camelot to a voyage in a microscopic drop of water, Twain 

is now prepared to rely soley on one narrator and to 

journey back to sixteenth-century Austria where the dream 

will fuse so neatly with reality that it will become 

inseparable from it. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE CUUHNATION: THE r,WSTERIOUS STRANGER 

Part of the irony of The !'1ysterious Stranger is that 

although Twain leaves dream markers throughout the story, the 

reader is still somewhat stunned by Satan's modified

solipsistic speech in the final chapter of the novella. 91 

Too often the reader fails to comprehend the frequent clues 

91According to John S. Tuckey in Mark ~dain and Little 
Satan, the final chapter was written for the lTPrint ~)hOp:' 
version and not the !!Eseldorf" version of The Hvsterious 
StruD2:er. He further contends that The r,r;'rsterIOus Stranger, 
aspUblished, Irclearly docs not represerlt;':S:~l"k 'fwain IS 

intention.1! (p. 77) If Tuckev is correct--and his evidencp. 
1S we~L aocumentea and researched--then, TwainTs real inten
tions would not have changed the dream-vision motif he had 
established in previous w6rks. For The Mvsterious Stranger__ h •. ._._~  

differs fro~ the other dream-visions in that even the reader 
is unaw"are of the dream until the final chapter. In Twain's 
other dream-visions, it had been only the narrator who was 
unaware, the reader had been informed of the dream. According 
to Tuckey, Philip Traum or "44!! as Twain had labeled him in 
"The Print Shop" version represented the dream-self of August 
Feldner. Satan's final revelation would have surprised only 
Feldner in "The Print Shop'! version. In this respect, the 
story would follow the conventional pattern. 

Tuckey, however, launches too h3.rsh an attack against 
Paine for his editing of The Mysterious Stranger. As James Cox 
points out so well in The-lute' oi' Humor, T'dain knew from the 
beginning where he 'tlanted teener: l~he concluding chapter was 
written, but even with this goal in mind, Twain could not 
reach it. Scholars aR'ree that the "Eseldorf" version is the 
most concise of the three existing manuscripts. Realizing 
this, Paine \'1<.13 able to do what Twain could not, "Integrate 
and coordinate the dissipating impulse of his final effort 
as a writer." (p. 272) 
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or to question the apparent reality of successive scenes. 

Even the opening paragraphs describe the dream-setting as 

"Austria • • • still in the r·1iddle Ages" and promising to 

remain so forever. 

Austria • • • far from the world, and asleep, and 
(the) village in the middle of that sleep. • • . It 
drowsed in peace in the deep privacy of a hilly and 
woodsy solitude where news from t§2 world hardly ever 
came to disturb its dreams ••• " 

Yet) the delicate balance is so carefully set that the 

dream world of Theodor Fischer seems almost real, and even as 

Satan "Chats while he makes a crowd of little men and \'lomen the 

size of (a) finger, then reaches out his hand and crushes the 

life out of them with his fingers, throws them away, wipes 

the red from his fingers on his handkerchief. and goes on 

talking," the reluctant believer accepts thjs as reality 

although he knows it is not. Satan's Lillipution-creation 

and destruction is Twain's first direct attempt at questioning 

the nature of reality93 in The ~sterious Stranger. By 

microscoping the murder scene, seemingly real as it is, Twain 

minimizes its disasterous effect. This tragedy of life viewed 

as a miniature spectacle reduces the sUffering to a minimum 

because the creatures are unreal doll-like puppets. 94 From 

92Mark Twain, The Hysterious Stranger, p. 631. 

93Edwin S. Fussell, liThe Structural Problem of The 
Mtst~r~o~s .Str3~Ger:, 11 r;:ar~ T-d2in' s The ~Iys~erious Stranger and 
~ Grlt~cs, edlted by Jonn S. Tuckey, p. 79. 

94Dellamy, £E. ci~., p. 361. 
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this 'opening spectacle, the reader is swept into the dream 

although the dream itself is not always apparent. 

Even the boys question the reality of Philip Traum 

and the aura surrounding him. Theodor says that "it seemed 

almost too good to be true, that we were actually seeing these 

romantic and wonderful things, and that it was not a dream.,,95 

Frequently the boys mention that the marvelous words of Satan 

can not be true. They are either too wonderful or too painful 

to be reaJ .• 96 When Satan vanishes for the first time Seppi 

sighs and says, "I suppose none of it happened.,r97 

Satan continues to appear to the boys, and eventually 

as Philip Traum, he even becomes visible to the community of 

Eseldorf. As Satan, he takes the bovs to remote times and 

places. As they travel, they learn. Fussell labels the 

journey throu.gh 'I'heodor' s mind as llprogressive illumination. ,,98 

\tIith Satan's guidance Theodor gradually discovers the "truth." 

Theodor gradually discovers the truth from Satan, whose 

illuminating powers take the form of various creations and 

telescopic journeys through time and space. 

---.. 
95Hark TI'lain, The Mysterious Stranger, 212.. cit., p. 648. 

96Fussell, Q£. cit., p. 77. 

971viark 'n.,rain, The ~,rsterious Stranger, Q£. cit., p. 651. 

98Fussell, £E. cit., P' 80. 
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Stone agrees that the reader preceives the development 

of Eseldorf ~hrough the eyes of Theodor. Although Traum is 

the main character, it becomes clear that Iiall of Traum's 

actions are not only preceived through Theodor's mind but are 

dtrected toward illuminating that Ishmael-like mind with a 

sense of the true nature of things. 1l99 Stone labels the 

production a llcosmic initiation vlith Theodor as the initiate 

and Philip Traum as the master of ceremonies. lllOO To Fussell, 

Satan represents intuition from his first appearance, but he 
101gradually comes to represent truth. 

To portray truth ~Hain has had to again enlarge upon 

his escape motif. From his earliest travel books Twain advo

cated beauty as an escape, a dream; reality as ugliness. 

However, in The Mysterious Stranger as well as his other 

dream-vision) his escnpe motif has been enlarged to include 

both dichotomies, beauty and ugliness l02 to present the truth. 

In :rne r.1ystcrious Stranger, the ugliness dominates the escape 

route. 

99Albert E. Stone, Jr., "Nightmares and Dreams~" Hark 
Ti'min's The T:ysterious Stranger and the Critics, p. 186. 

lOOIbid., p. 187. 

101 11 .Fusse ,.2l2.. m., p. 81.
 

102Bellamy, .2l2.. cit., p. 360.
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Because the truth is painful perhaps too painful to be 

tolerated in essays such as "What is Man?," Twain chose an 

enlarged dream motif for The Mysterious Stranger to reveal 

essentially the same philosophy. By removing the reader from 

reality through the enchanting world of the dream, what has 

previsouly been intolerable becomes tolerable. 103 Although 

the events within the dream are not pleasant, they are at 

least endurable there.

The dream itself is possible because the boys want it 

and because they are prepared to accept it. Felix Brandt, the 

"oldest servingman in the castle," sets the stage for their 

belief in spirits. The boys "went [to the castl~ nights, to 

hear him talk about old times and strange thing •••• " 

They heard "about ghosts and horrors of every kind ••• " that 

encouraged them "not to fear supernatural things, such as 

ghosts.nl04 Perhaps the most important tidbit of inform.ation 

that Brandt gives to the boys, however, concerns angels, for 

he had seen them. Brandt tells the boys that angels "had no 

wings and wore clothes, and talked and looked and dcted just 

as any natural person" and that they would never be known as 

angels "except for the vlonderful things they do which mortals 

l03DeVoto, "Symbols of Despair," .2.£. cit., p. 157. 

l04Mark Twain, The ~sterious Stranger, Ope cit., p. 636. 
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could not do, and the way they suddenly disappeared" while 
lOctalking. ) 

Their willingness to accept the possibility of angel 

companions coupled with their lack of fear of the unknown 

makes the dream existence of Philip Traum a reality.106 

"Felix Brandt makes their belief possible, and their belief 

makes Traum possible, and Traum's beliefs free (them) from 

history. ,,107 

In other words, the illumination begins within the 

imagination of the boys. Brandt's careful preparation makes 

it possible Lecause even the imaginative mind of a child must 

be primed to accept new information. Only by previous 

experience, either physical or kinesthetic, can the mind 

reach out to grasp a new concept. 10a The boys are prepared 

to "experience" an angel because they know from Brand.t's 

descriptions and stories what an angel should be. When Traum 

appearG, he is the perfect manifestation of Brandt's descrip

tion, he looks like any other human, but unlike other boys 

his voice is Heasy and graceful and unembarrassed," and the 

boys soon discover that he has many other suprahuman powers 

l05Ibid., p. 637.
 

l06ElhlOOd ,Johnson, "Mark 'f1llain' s Dream Self in the
 
Nightmare of History," Iv1TJ, SV (Winter, 1970), 7. 

lO'?Loc. cit. 

l08-Ibid ., p. a. 
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as he breathes fire and creates delicacies for their amusement, 

enjoyment, and edification. 109 As Satan whisks the boys from 

one adventure to the next, the illumination becomes stronger. 

Each successive journey reinforces the "reality" of its 

previous experience. 

The lIprogressive illumination," then, takes place 

through a series of light-shedding adventures, each accepted 

.. -1 h 1 l' 110 B .. th f' dprovlslona~ y as t e on y rea lty. y galnlng e con 1 ence 

of the boys gradually, Satan is soon able to expound his 

beliefs and philosophies which are accepted immediately as 

truth. The truth that Satan reveals is that man is physically 

a slave of circumstance (mechanism) and morally, a victim of 

mrYY'::ll .C:PTl~P, 111 

The primary education begins after Satan has crushed 

the life out of the miniature villager, and he tells the boys 

that (heJ "cannot do wrong for [he] has no disposition to do 

:i.t for u,fJ does not know what it is. ,,112 Although the boys 

cannot accept this without reservation, they continue to 

listen to his exciting adventures until the crowd of little 

people notice the dead body and begin weeping and praying. 

This annoys Satan and "he reached out and took the heavy 

109r::ark Twain, The I·;ysterious Stranger, Ope cit., p. 637. 

110Fussell, .2l?,. cit., p. 81. 

IllJames Cox, The Fate of Humor, p. 276. 

112r:;ark Tv,rain, The lilysterious StraE-ger, Ope cit., p. 642 •. 
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board seat [from the sWind and brought it down and mashed 

all [thos(] people into the earth' just as if they had been 

flies, and \'lent on talking just the same. ,,113 And although 

the boys are appalled by this wanton murder of innocents, 

Satan soon makes them forget everything, being "drunk with the 

joy of being vrith him. ,,114 

Satan has already begun his illumination concerning 

moral sense. With his thoughts in mind, they question Father 

Peter concerning the value of moral sense. From him, they 

lea.rn that lIit is the one thing that lifts man above the 

beasts that perish and makes him heir to immorte:tlity.,,115 

Satan, however, gives the boys a different perspective. When 

'T'hAnonr ·.Nnnc1prS wh::lt-. ;1: 1!.Tf"lnlrl l,t:> l;lrt:> ;"1 <) ;..,;1 ,..011 hI" ~C' 

quickly trClns})orted to one \'lhere a young heretic is bound, 

avraj.ting prosecution. When the young me:tn refuses to confess, 

the executioners drive llsplinters after splinter under his 

nails, fl
116 Theodor could not endure it and \'las "whisked" out 

of the cell. Vhen he remarks of the brutality of the 

execution, Satan retorts: 

N6, it was a human thing. No brute ever does a 
cruel thing--that is the monopoly of those with Moral 

113Jbid ., p. 643. 

114Loc. cit.-
115]bid., p. 669. 

116Loc • cit. 
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Sense. ~hen a brute inflicts pain he does it 
innocently; it is not wrong; for there is no such 
thing as wrong. And he does hot inflict pain for 
the pleasure of inflicting it--only man does that 
by that mongrel Koral Sense of his! A sense whose 
function is so distinguish betveen right and ~ron~~ 
with liberty to choose which of them he will do.~ { 

'l'he Ililluminating journeyll continues as Satan reit

erates that vlith man's capacity to choose between right and 

wror~g, Ilin nine cases out of ten he prefers the i'lrong. !f118 

Then he whisks them to ~ French village to continue their 

education. There, the slaves of the vlealthy, including 

small children, work fourteen hours a day every day. Getting 

only four hours of sleep every night and inhabiting a pig 

sty four miles from their place of employment, these poor 

people Ildio off like flies" '.'Then disease invades t;ht~i.,.. fil.t.hv 

quarters. Satan then convinces the boys that the heretic had 

Gr1 ea~~y punishment compared to this life because he \1aS killed 

soon after they left. He was taken out of his misery; these 

people will suffer interminably. Satan finishes with "it is 

the Moral Sense which teaches the factory proprietors the 

difference between right and wrong.llll9 The results are 

plain; the easy way out is death. 

117rpid., p. 670. 

II,SLoe • cit.

119Ibid., p. 671. 
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Another way to escape the real world of crime and 

inhumanity is through the fantasy \'Jorld of the insane. Only 

there is happiness possible for Father Peter; consequently, he 

is "re'Vla.rded" by being blessed vIith the \'lOrld of the insane. 

There he finds the happiness which does not exist in the real 

\,lOrld. 120 Satan asks Theodor if he is "so unobservant as not 

to have fOtllld cut that sanity and unha~piness are an ~~possible 

combination? No sane man can be happy, for to him life is 

real and he sees what a fearful thing it is.,,121 Up to this 

point the only possible escape routes mentioned by Satan have 

beeD death or delusion. In the final analysis he adds another 

~ the dream •1221·)O",~··"'\;l·t,~,;~,.I_I.""'" y,... He tells Theodor that "it vIas a 

"T' T~ ~~co '), ",..... h~A p~;~+O~~A T~:ff; j+t:"I""\I..p i,~ ~Y\':'" '"' "1'"';~i""'" 

a drE:arn. n123 

'120J h . t 8o... nson, £E. £!-., p. •
 

121 1 . t
,DC. Cl. • 

122Bellamy, £E. cit., p. 360.
 

123r'lark T\/ain, The Hvstcrious Strnni!er. ODe cit., p. 742.
-- , ---- --~Colr=-''1';'i'l...,.....--'- •• ~. 0 (..., • l'n IIr;c~Cl'·\."'·.l.-'OWr'l[l·~ OT 'T,·,·".~"u,,·t-f'''''i_ ;._ ~: '-' .......-., ('tlc:._ c::-t-:r"~n"pr..... ~l.s .....
I)':>rc:.ons , " • ....... J"..J..... )0._) _ .. .. ... ,; _" .....,
 

AL,X]:XII(Tlarch. 1960), 55-74 lists tl-ie--i,:)Tl~)',lini!, ClOaks as .~ 
possible sou2"'ces for T\-lain' s philosophy in 'l'lle ~'I~Tst2ri()us 
StralE,:er: P[t~>-:::al' s 'l'ho'twhts '\'Jhich stated tha-c II I'c ::lay ','jell be 
"t-'.ll"·.j.7"'-c-.t';~~Cl ';:"r:L' G·· ., c hU+ :,' ,.,....':>0)"',. II C'chonenl.--auer's 'T'l-"O Horld ac,0.......J..c ..J,..l",--'l."..._".. -. ..L~"" U v.....,., \..J..."-~(' ..... "-l.",, ..:.,) . ..1.J.. -".... 1 ..... wr ..:;,)
 

Will 2nd Ic1ea\-rI1ich said, "';Ie have dreams, mav no-c our \'11101e 
"I'I.7e be'a- LireaL'1?;" Pater's Studies in "the Hi~:to~ of the 
Renaj_s_s_anc~ '·.'hi:;h stated that !leach mind (l:eeps as asolitary 
prisoner i 1:.3 o1m dream of a world. II Parsons further contends 
that altlw1.j(;h 'l'i'lain Day not have read Calderon's La Vida es 
Sueno (Lifo' is ~ Dream") in Edv/ard Fitzgerald's translation, 
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Satan has reached this summit by leading the boys 

(and the reader) to accept each "reality" provisionally. This 

is not a difficult task to ask of the young boys for Traum is, 

after all, "an extension of their thoughts and vlishes. ,,124 

He is, therefore, capable of reading their minds as well as 

appearing in the somnolent lives. But, Satan is not a hal

lucination of Theodor or Seppi or Nikolaus. As Philip Traum, 

he can be seen by the community, and as Satan, he is visible 

to the three boys. "He (Traum) is, and is clearly meant to be, 

not a private projection of the narrator but an embodiment of 

the creative imagination,,,125 immortal <J.nd angelic lltranscending 

tine ond spacE.. n126 It affords the children excitement and 

127adventure even as it frees them to see the truth. 

Such 3tui'f :\s D:;.~e.:1ms 2re T1nde of (1$65), he vIas certainly
7:;:-;-;-' '..f-:~' t- ,- 'T".. . '1 . " ~t-'-t----:-r; r C'r> I) . 
.Lo. ..n.l. ... u.., "lv.ll •. Je le.l,_,~ \i.C .J.~, 0"ene . 

The cl~ud-capTd 'cC:ders, the gorfeous palaces,
 
The solemn temples, the [,reat globe itself,
 
Yea, all which it inherit, shall dissolve.
 
And like an insubstantial pagent faded,
 
Leave not a rack being. ~e are such stuff
 
As dreams are ~ade on, and our little life
 
Is surrounded ~ith a sleen.
 

Perhaps one or a combination of ~hese sources contributed to 
the ideas preEcnted by 'I'.lain in The T;ysterious Stronger. 

1;'..124C·ox, Th e ... elve 0-,-+' r,umor,lJ OD. Cl' t ., p. 076'- • 

12510c. d.t. 

126E • H. Eby, "I:ark 'I\-J'ain' s Testament," Ic'ILlJ, XXII I 
(September, 1962), 262. - 

127('...,,-,OJ\., 11The 1.qSt' " .£.l2. 't p. 215__ ~, erlOUS ,vrCJ.nr:S.... er, ~., • 
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Philip Traum, then, can be seen as a "testament to the 

greatness of man's imagination. 1I128 Through it man achieves 

"a kind of divinity and immortality.,,129 The explicit 

information testifying to this tribute is Traum's sudden 

appearance stimulated by Brandt's stories; the implicit 

evidence is found in "the three stimuli for l'Iark Twain's own 

creative pmler--the past, boyhood, and dreams. 1l130 The entire 

Philip Tramn sequence, then, testifies to the fact that man, 

capricious, petty, cruel as he is, still has the capacity to 

"transcend his defeciencies" through the creative imagination, 

his only salvntion. 131 Having experienced the omnipotent 

powers of the imagination, Theodor is told still to "dream 

other dr8am.s, and better!"132 

l28Eby , lIBark '.Pi·rain's Testament, II ..2.£. cit., p. 255. 

1 29Loc . cit. 

130Ibid., p. 260. Eby explains that during most of his 
life, l·:ark 'I\win relied upon the past--images of Hannibal and 
his boyhood days--for his inspiration. The past had always 
supplied the creative force necessary to stimulate the 
imagination. So naturally his tribute to the imagination 
would have for its setting, the past. Similarly with memories 
of boyhood Hannibal days in mind, it is natural that ~vain's 

youthful protagonist's story would take place during his 
formative years. Finally, 1\;ain' s interest in dreams is 
evident in his notebook entries, his use of the dream structure 
in previous ~'lorks, and particul<J.rly in !'l.:y Platonic SVleetheart tr 
'~fhich reinforces his dream philosophy. 

It is interesting to note that even his use of the 
dream-vision is reaching back to the past for his inspiration. 

131"'b'dJ•.• , p. 26?.....J.-
l3~~ark ~1ain, The Mysterious Stranger, £E. cit., p. 742. 
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!\~isinterpretations of The Nysterious Stranger stem 

from various arbitrary definitions of I1dream ll according to 

Johnson. He believes that 'I\vain is vlriting about "visions, 

creative imagination, a dream world, but that the implication 

of the 'Nord dream is always belief. n 
133 To support this 

contention, Johnson turns to the text. After showing Theodor 

a IItranquil a.nd Dreamy picture of a vast landscape \vith 

cities and villages slumbering, IT Satan tells Theodor of the: 

• • • immortal mind that cre~tes anything it 
desires--and in a moment. Creates without material. 
Creates • • • anything, everythi~g--out of the airy
nothing vrhich is called Thought. )4 

At this point Johnson believes that lrdrearn, idea, and thought 

Cl.re int erchangeable. 11 
135 The real vlOrld consciously-willed 

ana created by thought is limited only by the scope of one's 

imagination. 136 It is the inner man, the creative force 

that determines the outer world. 137 

Even the ending: 

Nothing exists; all is a dream, God--man--the 
world-·~the sun, the moon, the wilderness of stars-
a dream, all a dream; they have no existence. 

. -_.
133Johnson, £E. cit., p. 7. In The Mysterious Stranger 

knowing is lik,e dreaming or thinking. \1hat Ive knOi'I, what we 
dream, 'ole are. 

134Mark ~lain, The Mysterious Stranger, 2£. cit., 
pp. 693-694. 

135Johnson, 2£. cit., p. 9. 

136k££. cit. 

137Ibid., p. 7. 
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Nothing exists save empty space and you! And you 
are not you--you have no body, no blood, no bones, 
you are but a thought. I myself have no existence; 
I am but a dream--your dream, creature of your 
imagination. In a moment vou will have realized 
thi~, then you will banish" me from your visions and 
I shall dissolve into the nothinGness out of which 
you made me ••• you will remain a thought, ~he 
only existent thought, and by your nature inextin
guishable, indestructible. But I, your poor servant, 
have revealed you to yourself a~d0set you free. 
Dream ether dreams, and better! j6 

which some critics have been overly eager to label as ~Hain's 

ultimate despair, is not comp18tely hopeless. Satan says 

"dream other dreams--and better ll and he also reveals that he 

has set Theodor free by revealing him to himself. Johnson 

believes that it would be completely hopeless without this 

revelation. 139 By being set free from the mechanistic 

world, ma:1 has B. chance to lldream other dreams ll for according 

to Tirain's testament the mechanistic world is constructed by 

man's l!liQited logic which 'patches together trivalities 

unimaginatively and hopelessly.ll140 The blame then focuses 

upon the individual rather than society. By removing the 

shackles of economic, religious, and moral standards which 

have com'ined man, and by using the imagination to capacity, 

man can be set free. 141 This had been ~Hain's goal through 

IJ8rv1ark Ti'lain, The Hysterious Stranger, .2£. cit., p. 742.
 

139Johnson, QR. cit., p. 10.
 

140Ibid., p. 11.
 

1411.,oc. CJ.. t • 
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his ,later years: to reveal to man his potential. He is 

finally able to achieve it in the ending as his goal. He 

knm'l "'That he wanted to say: he had said it before. 

TVlain had al'.-lays been concerned '/d th the individual 

in society, particularly those who were exploited by others. 

In her book, ~nchantment: il Little G~rl's FriendshiE ,'lith 

r~ ""('1< '1',.[ ." .'[ r Dorothy (~uick relates a true story 'I'lhich~ --':;_:""-",-~~, 

exenplifies T~aints concern. Dorothy attended a circus 

excursion I'li th 'J\{ain in 190$, just t\'lO years before his 

death, 'Hi.d in the midst of his tlpessimistic tl yeo.rs. T'llain 

seemed sad after watching the elephant perform. He remarked 

that he ifDl'I-lo.yS felt sad to see anything brought dm-Tn from 

its high estate • • • or something meant to be great that 

doesn't leno'\:{ its 0',111 pOHer. If He explained that the elephDnt 

could have stampeded and trampled everyone present--if he 

only knew his capabilities. UnmJare, the elephant was 

sat::'sLied by obsequiousness. TVlain v:ondered hovl many men 

were the SDme way. It bothered him that they sweat at 

menial tasks when their capabilities could reach a powerful 

level. He told Dorothy, hO'.18\Ter, that he knel'i his povler .142 

Tuckey contends that 'I\lain '..;as trproposing to plo.y in actual 

life, the role of the mysterious stranger, revealing to a 

142Dorothy Quick, Enchant~ent: it Little Girl's 
Ji" '<T'" , --. 
! rlfmdshl :)01 J. t.h fiart: T;<l~lln, auoted 1D Tuckey-;I.lark fuain and'f'T:t.--,-o::-:;:- - --, 01" 
1)1 vt ... e -,) c', "an ) -- C 1 t., 00 p • P• -- • 
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young person t~e limitless power of a creative mind. 1l143 

If, then, ~lain was ready to play the mysterious 

stranger in real life, why did he mask his fictitious 

production in the dream? Despite all that has been written 

since DeVoto t s liark T1,1ain At ':lark, it \'lould seem that DeVoto 

has the anSVler. T1:lain' S final message is delivered from an 

extremely pessimistic podium. Throughout the novella, Twain 

has lashed out at man, inhumane, cruel, and petty as he is. 

Tvlain's philosophy though it is identical to his philosophy 

in ll\ihat is 1'12n'1" is more easily tolerated under the guise 

of a dream uhich begins as a gane for the amusement of the 

boys. The miracles soon involve the villagers and eventually 

become a "bloodshed Danorama u144 of history in miniature. 

Yet, the miniature production lldininishes the suffering to 

the vanishing point since (the actors) are just puppets, 

unrc21 creatures in a shad01'l play. n 145 

By providing half-truths of man's cruelty, inhumanity, 

and cowardice in single vision146 even though lIvery little 

that Satan reveals is ultimately true,rr147 eventually the 

-----_._---
lJ.+o3Tuckey, Earle '1":12in and Little Satan, .Ql?. cit., p. 81. 

144Henry Nash Smith, llA Supernatural Spectator," Hark 
J.\!B~n' s The I,:ysteri_ous Stran~er and the Critics, p. 192. 

145Bernard DeVoto, Nark ~1ain at ~lork, p. 117. 

1468, . ~.' . t 192• ,r11. ",l1, .21?. ~., p. •
 

l47Fussell, op. cit., p. 81.
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half-truths lead to the ultimate revelation which is accepted 

as true. Then, the lIblood-stained panorama ll is declared to be 

a dr0am. "Placed at such a psychological distance, the 

spectacle that had previously been too painful to be mastered 

by the artist's imagination became tolerable. t ,14a 

Twain removes the spectacle from reality in every 

possible way: psychologically, morally and physically. In 

this way, he can expound his philosophies, opposing though 

they are,149 more palatably than he had been able to in 

ti\1hat is rv1an?" In The r!tysteri~us Stranger, then, the 

illuminating journey leads from the mistaken belief that 

reality lies in the material world to the realization that 

".
 r"IY\
+h,..., _Y\l .. ,. "",...,"'1..; ... .,.,.. l';,...,ro ';Y\ ... h,..... r1,..,",~~ 150 i~f"h,..... ~ h,.....f'"",,,..,,,..., c: .......
 

has found an escape only in delusion or death, he now adds 

the final possibility: the belief that life is just a 

dream151 and the hope that man can escape the illogic of 

reality through the creative imagination. 

148S "th ,..2.£. " p • '92. ml Clt., .L .• 

149Throughout his later years Twain vasillates between 
his beliefs in mechanism and free choice. This is apparent
" Th "r,' t" ~ ..ln ~ ~s_ en.ous ~) i~ranger. 

150Stone, ..2.£. cit., p. 188.
 

151Bellamy, QQ. cit., p. 360.
 



CHAPTER V 

THE DREM,T-VISION: ITS RATIONALE AND TRIill"1PH 

From his half-masked dream-vision in The Connecticut 

Yankee in King Arthur's Court, ~~nin progresses to the full-

costume disguise of the dream-vision in The r.:ysterious 

Stranger. From his double-narrative frame in his first three 

dream-visions, Twain moves to rely upon only one in The 

Myster~2~s Stran&e~. This change comes gradually, but through 

the trClnsitional works, "\1hich VIDS the Dream?" and "The 

Great Darl-::, ~I '0,'lain has masked the developing dl~earn so that by 

the til:!'? that he writes The r"ysterious Stran~er, he is 

prepared to use the full disguise and to mask the dream even 

from the reader until the final chapter. Consequently, he 

needs only one narrator; two might unveil the secret. 

Another step in the development of ~1ain's dream

vision concerns the function of the stranger. The introduction 

of a stranger, characteristic even of his earliest works, 

assumes a more significant implication in the later dream-

vision works. The function of the stranger, then, is enlarged 

to encompass the alter-ego of the schizophrenic narrator. 

The stranger, Jeff Sedgewick, becomes the alter-ego of 

General X in "1:1hich Was the Dream," just as Philip Traum and 

the Superintendent of Dreams become the alter-egoes of Theodor 

60 
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Fischer and Henry Edwards respec'tively. The only exception is 

the dreaming stranger who, becoming the Yankee, serves as the 

alter-ego of his waking self. 

His dream-vision stimulus also changes as it develops. 

From the blacl,out-inducing crowbar, he moves to the suggestion

stimulating microscope, and finally to no dream stimulus at 

all in The Mysterious Stranger. 

Twain's purpose, too, shifts as he develops his 

dream-vision. '.ath the writing of The Connecticut Yankee in 

Kin? A.rthur' s Court, Tvrain reveo.ls that his main purpose is to 

entertain. Even though the story ends in failure, it is 

still clear that T'dain' s original intent is comedy. But 

LllJ..t) JUt~ J.lUlJ .Lluiu. ·~i'u.t6 [VoL ~:.LC v~:~~i L: ... ..:·>(;~ ~l--~~i~:, ~::.=:..::: 

1:vorks • Although there are hints at comedy in liThe Great 

Dark," and even in The r,~ysterious Stranger, these examples 

seem grossly out of place. It is almost as if ~dain is 

trying to add a comic note, but is no longer able to. 

All of the dream-visions, however, deal with the 

fusion of dream and reality, but it too has beco~e more complex 

since his early writings. The once-carefree game of make

believe in which Tom Smryer or Robert 'I'licklow ~'lere anything 

they wanted to be without ever losing their grasp of reality, 

however, has become a fantasy of self-deception in the adult 
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world of Tvrain t s later works .15 2 For the adult vrorld does 

not know when the game has ended. Unable to anticipate or 

to recognize the conclusion of the game, they are incarcerated 

within the bounds of the dream. Their fantasy evolves into 

the nightmare of reality from which they can not escape. 

Other similarities emerge in surveying the dream-

vision works. Ferguson points out that both A Connecticut 

Ya~i:.?~ in King Arthur t s Court and The J.1ysterious §tranger 

a1"'8 "surveys of human cruelty and stupidity.,,153 lTThe Great 

Dar].:ll and "\'Jhich \1as the Dream" also comply vii th this 

definition. Similarly, Holmes remarks that in The J'::Y~"':_~.ri9uS 

~~}~~uge~ and AConnecticut Yankee in King Arthur'~ fourt: 

••. the baffled idealist, unable to reconcile 
nlmse~l GO ~ne gap oetween what ne hopes o~ hum~n 

na~ur8 and what h~ sees, simr~¥ ur:li1aL~s ~helY~'cld 
WhlCh h38 such palnful contraa1ctlon 1n It.· )~ 

The dream-visions all end with the steady waning of reality 

and the progressive realization that "life is simply an 

., 'U<'l·on 1·'" """or> JI~ysterl' ous StY"]' ""~pr·J • .J..,...1.. '-.) .1..1. ~-::: ..... ~	 _:...:::...l.~,f:i.;:;..,., the retreat to the cave 

and the fi na1 dissolve into dream in A .Connecticu~ Yankee j ,,155 

H15 2
1-3racu. ,', ordC"·,em], th , 1!1" 1 'I~',131n D.n.d tl. 1e •.•ys t ery '" ..·.i.arr~	 01 

Identit;y, 11 CI~, XXIV (:i·larch, 1963), 427. 
~ r. 3
 
.L:,> ~John DeLancey Ferguson, I.:ark T\"J'2.in: }·1an and ~,
 

p.	 230. 

154Holmes, QE.. cit., p. 470. 

155Loc. cit. 
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and the fusion and confusion of dream and reality in "The 

Great Dark," and "\'lhich Was the Dream?" 

Another of ~1ain's conventions which was not hampered 

by -the dream-vision vlaS Twain's concern T,'lith and reliance 

upon the past. ~1ain himself had remarked that: 

••• sleeping or waking; dreaming or talking, the 
thoughts which swarm through our heads are almost 
constantly, almost continuously, accompanied by a 
l~ke swarm 0f5geminders of incidents and episodes 
of our past. 

These remarks emphasize the importance that Twain placed upon 

the past and show how it colors his every minute. It was 

the source of most of his fiction. It has always been his 

inspiration, and even in his later works he draws from the 

~~~~ ~" ~~~ QQ'Q~~~n" nr th~ rl~Q~m_vi~inn fnr hi~ mn~if. ~n 

extension of the past having its roots in Medieval England. 

During his later years perhaps 'I\1ain' s biggest 

problem was finding neVi material,157 new sources to draw 

from. Physically, ~lain had left Hannibal in 1853, a half

century before attempting The T1ysterious §trctnger; 158 

consequently his choice of Hannibal for its setting failed. 

Tuckey says that Tvlain' s impressions must have "thinned avlay 

15~~ark Tv:ain's Autob~ograDhy, XXXVI, p. 288, quoted in 
George Fednst.ein, ll:ark 'I\vain I s Idea of Story Structure," AL, 
XVIII (October), 162. -

157Tuckey, l~ark ~vain and Little Satan, op. cit., p. 78. 

158Loc • cit. 
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and thinned away like the disappearing Philip Traum, until 

many of them had become ghostlike in their vagueness, their 

insubstantiality. ,,159 Tuckey feels that it is remarkable 

that ~lain's vessel of memories lasted so long, and that he 

relied upon the past for his inspiration throughout all of 

his life even when his memories had vanished suggests that 

perhaps he never found another stimulus for his work. 160 

Usually a voyage reinforcing the escape from reality 

accompanies Twain's use of the past. This trip enables the 

protagonist to llexpand his identity ll161 usually by taking on 

a new personality, or a new name. By testing out his new 

identity upon strangers, he may emerge in a new role, reborn162 

-~-_f'"OI_+-__ fT1~":: _ _ ...._l.....-.1..= ""''':_+-l,..... • • __ ,...1 'j.or .... ..: -, ~_ ,... 

- -- ~ - -.J -~- -'" '- _:- -.:.... - - - - -- - _. --;._. _.--~"':"'-J .J -- - 

better personality in Twain's early \'101~ks; in his later works, 

hm,ever, the rebirth becomes symbolic of a confused, unhc:ppy 

dreamer living in the nightmare of reality. He has escaped 

temporarily, but he finds that his new life is worse. 

Twain himself, ahTaYs trying to withdravl from reality, 

must have chosen the past and the dream as an escape from the 

manifold problems which enveloped him during his later years. 

159Loc. cit.
 

160Loc • cit.
 

161Bradford Smith, 2£. cit., p. 430.
 

162Loc • cit.
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In an article in 1873 looking back at the 1866 Sand'ilich 

Island days, 'r....iain said he vlOuld go back there if he had his 

way for in that: 

..• blessed retreat, you are safe from the 
turmoil of life, you drowse your days away in a long 
deep dream of place, the past is a i'orgotten thing, 
the present is he2ve~D~the future you leave to 
take care of itself. ) 

ll164Bellamy labels this passage as the "propnganda of escape

which ~1ain advocates throughout his life, particularly 

thrrnlgh the dream in his later works. Beginning with A 

Connecticut Yankee ':lhen Tv/ain put his Yankee into an illusory 

world rather than the real one, he ackno'illedges that illusion 

is necessary as an escape because the real Horld is too much 
16')to endure. ... 

Twain's view of a better world is possible through 

his bifocal vision166 which could measure the present and 

contrnst it with the past. Since the reality of adulthood 

did not meCisure up to the dreaEls of childhood, Twain finds it 

necessary to freeze his fiction in the dream-mold of fantasy 

which provides an escape from the real vlOrld of "sick children, 

163quoted in Bellamy, QQ. cit., p. 220.
 

1641££. cit.
 

165Blues, £E. cit., p. 54.
 

166Stone, £E. cit., p. 196.
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an.invalid Hife, ruined bu.siness schemes and from the terrible 

167burdens of responsible adulthood. 1T 

Kaplan believes that ~1ain himself lived in a ITsort of 

deliberate, self-induced dream state in which the reality was 

what he dreamed and the fantasy was what he lived by day l,16$ 

for about two years after Suzy's death. During this tine he 

wrote the ~!hom.ecoming fantasies!! dealing Vlith the prominent 

man who suddenly, unexpectedly loses everything in a turn of 

fate, and us a result is unable to distinguish between reality 

and illusion. Kaplan points out that by "releasine; himself 

from daytime rationality and consciously wooing the creatures 

of the niGht, THain found new "Iays to look at himself. 11169 

There he also discovered new material for fiction by exposing 

himself to madness, and he came to realize that the dream 

was "psychosis with all the absurdities, delusions and 

illusions of a psychosis.I,170 Kaplan contends that it was, 

at this point, only his work that saved him from madness. 171 

His work was to him what the dream was to his literature--an 

escape. This is one of the reasons that ~1ain chose the 

167Eugene J~cNamara, IT A Note on 'TTy Platonic S"'leetheart,'" 
Ilark ~lain Jour~itl, XII (Spring, 1963), 18. 

16$Kaplan, op. cit., p. 405. 

169Loc • cit. 

170Loc. cit. 
~- -

171Loc • cit. 
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dream-vision for his later works. It provides an escape from 

the present and welcomes a journey through the past. 

The "literature of disillusionment"172 has always had 

to be explained in terms other than reality.173 It has to be 

considered a dream or fantasy. So perhaps another reason 

that Thlain chose the dream is that, removed from reality, it 

provides flexibility and believability. During a dream, the 

dreamer never doubts or questions the appearance of others 

even though their dream appearance may be qUite different from 

their waking appearance. Even if one dream character embodies 

all of the characteristics of another rational character, if 

he says he is Philip Traum, it is accepted within the dream 

framel'lork. DDon ril,o,Jrikp.ninp·. t',hp dT"P::ll'l)pr rr.::l~T 'TJ8st-i('n rr,...'1"!"]',"" 

appearan=e, and wonder how he ever mistook the stranger for 

Traum, but during the dream there are no questions. 174 If 

then, in a dream, the negation of rational knowledge is 

possible, then, surely anything can be accepted within its 

frame\'lork. 

Dreams, largely concerned with mood and emotion, 

rather than logic, are shadows of reality, experiences 

----_._----
172DeVoto, T:ark T\'lain's ;\merica, p. 229. 

173Loc. cit. 

174/\. R. Lacey, "Is Life A Dream?, II l1eview of 1,~etaphvsics, 
X.IV (March, 1961), 434. 
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~ reproduced and recombined from real life. 175 The dream allows 

an infinite number of possibilities and piecing together of 

experiences. It is flexible enough to include the entire 

gamut of experiences from the serious to the lightly comical; 

from the satirical to the reminiscent, and "it serves a whole 

range of interests from the humorously capricious to the 

philosophically contemplative.,,176 

This flexibility appeals to ']\ITnin becausE it enables 

him to launch two philosophies within one dream. Even if the 

phi.losophies are in opposition, they will not be questioned 

within the dream framework because it is a fantasy. Similarly, 

in the dream 'I".'win can expose all of the grotesque horrors 

".,!,\.-.~_1,.., h ,....;~'!" __ "'-_ 'l-.._ ---1~~-~. ""h~	 ,~~-~~n-~-"'- -- ............... .:.
 1--- -- --- - --- - .......- -

"bloodstained panorama,,177 and get away \'lith it because the 

events in the fantasy are not real. 178 

~1any scholnrs believe that ~inin chose the dream-

vision to free himself from the terrible guilt of conscience 

which plagued him during his later years. It was his way of 

saying, "I'm sorry; it "vas not my fault." DeVoto believes 

175Ib · . P' L+'33 •__1£., 

176F• Burwick, lIDrenm-Visions of Jean Paul and Thomas 
De Quincey, IT Comparative 1iterature, XX (\'linter, 1968), 3. 

177Henry Nash Smith, ITA Supernatural Spectator," .£E. cit., 
p.	 J.92.
 

17BBellamy, .£E. cit., p. 372.
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that the dream \'las TIthe anSVJer and the proof. ,,179 In the 

unfinished manuscript, TI\Jhich Was the Dream?" in which the 

successful man was betrayed by one he considers a close 

friend, ~jain tries to say that it was not his fault,180 but 

dissatisfied ....lith that theory '1\lai11 '"lrote "The Great Dark" 

which permeates with the deterministic philosophy that it was 

not his fault; his fate had been predetermined and could not 

be avoided. 181 But 'I\lain's guilt was still not assuaged, and 

finally in The 1'-1ysterious Stranr:e..E.. he tries to convinc el 

himself that life is a dream. l $2 This idea almost satisfies 

hiM. Realizing, however, that waking would not bring Suzy 

back to life or undo life's other disappointments, ~vain 

found his answer in the solinsistic belief that nothinE 

exists but self. Then, by reducing self to !!thought wandering 

forlorn among the empty eternities,!!le3 he contented himself. 

For then his failures and misfortunes were also just a dream. 

By reducing everything, "vengeance, pain, degradations guilt, 

sin, and panic to a lovely dream,,,lS4 T-liain found peace. 

l79DeVoto, "The Symbols of Despair," .Q.E.. cit., pp. 
157-·158. 

lSOLoc. cit. 

181Loc. cit. 

182Loc • cit. 
, ~3 . +
.LO Loc. C:Lv. 

IF.:~~oc. cit. 
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Knm'!ing also that "whenever fictions are bred, and 

wherever belief is suspended, someone is likely to accept them 

for fact, even if momentarily, 11185 T'..,ain probably realized 

that his fiction could lIferment into histories, sociul codes 

and religions. ,,186 Naturally the imagination \'lOuld take the 

lead in securing the growth and development of the new 

institutions emerging from superstition, the tall tale, 

, .'.Q!'('1ams. 187 R 1" t"nJ.s rn..Hla:l.n• 1 hes ....satJ.re) or ea 1 zlng aunc ma.Jy 

controversial ideas vlhich could develop into, influence 

new institutions or shatter the old. This may have been his 

vmy of praisillg the imagination through the fantasy of the 

dream while providing it with the raw materials of change. 

In 2iUr;;rnarv. T.,,/;3.in' s dream-vision. then served T'tlClin 

in several important \lays: it enabled him to purge himself 

of the sins that plagued him throughout the later part of 

his life; it freed him to condemn and criticize the ITdamned 

hWiian rac e" Hhile allo~;ling the receder the privilege of 

dis:;1issing trle invective as IT just a dream; IT it enabled him 

to use the past which all of his life had served as his 

inspiration, and finally, it allowed him the opportunity to 

reveal that through the use of the imagination, anything is 

185Robert E. Bell, "Ho'i/ TIark 1':12in CO!11l11ents on Society 
Through the Use of Folklore," Eark 1"il2in Journal, X (Summer, 
1955), 24. 

186Loc • cit. 

187Loc. cit. 
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possible. Even for man, despicable as he is, an escape still 

exists through the omnipotent imagination. 
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